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Abstract
Electric propulsion devices have shown to offer substantial fuel savings for various space
missions. Hall thrusters, specifically, have shown great promise over the years due to their
near optimum specific impulse for a number of space missions. The Hall thruster, how-
ever, releases a partially ionized plasma plume which contaminates any surface it comes
into contact with. Backflow contamination can lead to sputtering and effluent deposition
on critical spacecraft components. A computational method for studying these interactions
was developed by David Oh in 1997. He developed a Particle-in-Cell and Direct Simula-
tion Monte Carlo (PIC-DSMC) algorithm to model the expansion of a plasma plume from
a Hall thruster into a vacuum. In his work he implemented a plasma-surface interaction
model which determined erosion rates on surfaces made of quartz, silicon and silver but he
did not track the surface material removed.
In this work Oh's model is expanded to include the removal and tracking of material from
generic spacecraft surfaces and the walls of a vacuum tank. Sputtering yields adopted in
this model are based on sputtering theory developed by Matsunami and Yamamura. Since
the plasma can have a negative impact on spacecraft subcomponents, a method for protect-
ing the spacecraft (in the form of a protective shield) is proposed, studied, and recommen-
dations are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
For satellite or deep-space missions utilizing chemical propulsion, a large percentage of
the spacecraft wet mass is propellant. Due to vehicle mass and cost design constraints, this
excessive amount of propellant decreases the mass available for payload. In some cases,
this decrease in payload mass is so extreme that the mission is no longer feasible within
the design space.
Studies have shown that for many missions, an engine which would be used as the pri-
mary source of propulsion for orbit transfer missions or for satellite station-keeping
should produce exhaust velocities between 10-20 km/s. Cryogenic chemical rocket sys-
tems are capable of producing exhaust velocities approaching 5 km/s and storable chemi-
cal systems that are currently in use for spacecraft propulsion have significantly lower
performance still. It is apparent that a propulsion system is required that does not rely on
energy addition through chemical reactions.
Electric Propulsion (EP) thrusters are such a design enabling technology, producing
exhaust velocities on the order of 10-20 km/s. This significantly decreases propellant mass
and typically enables a higher payload mass. The drawbacks of EP are small values of
thrust and a large power supply mass. In some cases, the mass of the power supply offsets
the gains of choosing EP over chemical systems. However, recent advances in both EP and
power supply technology are making these systems viable options for energetic deep-
space missions (e.g. Deep Space 1), attitude control, and near-Earth orbit raising missions
just to name a few.
1.2 Motivation
With renewed interest in electric propulsion for a number of planned missions, as well as
station keeping applications for geostationary communications satellites, the important
issues of spacecraft contamination are receiving increased attention. For example, in Hall
thruster (HT) plumes, an energetic plasma is created by charge-exchange processes, and
can expand around a spacecraft leading to a current drain on high voltage surfaces. The
enhanced plasma density can also lead to attenuation and refraction of electromagnetic
wave transmission and reception. In addition, many thrusters emit heavy metal species,
both charged and uncharged, due to erosion which can easily adhere to spacecraft sur-
faces. It is vitally important to understand and predict the backflow transport of these spe-
cies from the plume onto a spacecraft. Thus, a clear understanding of the plumes of EP
thrusters and the transport of contaminating effluents in them is necessary. Backflow con-
tamination can lead to sputtering and effluent deposition that can affect such aspects of the
spacecraft as solar arrays, thermal control surfaces, optical sensors, communications, sci-
ence instrumentation, general structural properties of materials, and spacecraft charging.
Of particular concern are the charge exchange (CEX) ions created when electrons are
transferred from slow moving neutrals to fast moving ions during a collision. Slower mov-
ing ions and fast moving neutrals are created in the process. It is these CEX ions - energies
of 0eV to 400eV - which interact with the surfaces of the spacecraft. This has resulted in
an increase in the number of laboratory studies and modeling efforts which have success-
fully identified the dominant mechanisms for plume-spacecraft interactions, and have ade-
quately quantified a number of them. Among the effects now known with adequate
precision, or for which data can be confidently obtained in ground-based facilities include
the:
* angular dependence and energy spectrum of the main plume
* distortion of microwave beams crossing the plume
* general features of the production of low-energy ions by CEX collisions in the
near plume
* thermal radiation from plumes
* effects of imperfect vacuum on thrust and specific impulse and thus thruster per-
formance
Even though many of the above measurements have been performed, uncertainties still
persist in a few areas, where the effects of test facilities are difficult to eliminate com-
pletely. These uncertainties include:
* re-deposition of sputtered material from tank walls, and its masking effect on the
plume erosion or deposition of thruster-originated material
* possible effects of the 're-circulating' background plasma commonly found in
vacuum tanks during thruster operation, which tends to be confused with CEX
plasma
* potential effects of ingestion of residual neutral tank gas through the thruster
exhaust. (even though the effect on thrust may be measurable, questions remain
about effects on thruster wall erosion and plume structure by ions formed from the
ingested gas)
* long-distance evolution of the plasma plume, under the influence of the ambient
geomagnetic field
* refined and extended modeling of ion-wall interactions, covering most of the
materials of interest to spacecraft
* alleviation measures, such as the use of plume shields
This work addressed the possible 're-circulation' of plasma as well as the re-deposi-
tion of tank wall material during thruster operation and the effects of a plume shield, as
these are deemed to be the effects most seriously affecting projections on spacecraft and
environmental quality.
Since it is believed that CEX ions are primarily responsible for damaging spacecraft
subsystems exposed to the plasma, simulations involving a protective shield which sur-
rounds the exit of the thruster were performed. The purpose of these tests was to verify if
shields do protect spacecraft subcomponents from the damaging CEX ions, and whether
redeposition of sputtered shield material may itself become an issue.
1.3 Issues with Vacuum Tank Experiments
Collimators have been used to prevent sputtering contamination of surfaces from test
chamber walls. They are to some extent effective, but they also introduce measurement
uncertainties by restricting the access of engine debris which would otherwise deposit
from some angles and also by generating their own sputtering fluxes.
Knowledge of the structure, potential and composition of the plasma induced by the
thrusters at angles far from the plume axis is important for assessment of current closure,
optical contamination of sensitive science sensors, and possibly sputtering by low-energy
plasma. Because of the possible return of some fraction of the beam ions, together with
secondary, wall-generated ions, from the beam stopping surface, this information is diffi-
cult to obtain from tank experiments.
Techniques such as mass and emission spectroscopy and laser-induced fluorescence
are used to obtain species-specific information. This information includes particle veloci-
ties, flux, temperature, density and angular distribution. These experiments are not only
complicated to perform but are also expensive to set up. It is, however, important to under-
stand the interactions of electric propulsion subsystems with the rest of the space craft.
1.4 Outline of Research
The broad goal of this work is to gain insight into the contamination process, and to
accurately provide estimates of contaminating fluxes so that spacecraft designers can inte-
grate EP devices on spacecraft with a much higher level of confidence. Since it is believed
that CEX ions from EP devices are primarily responsible for damaging spacecraft sub-
systems exposed to the plasma, and Oh's algorithm did not include a detailed study of
plasma-surface interactions, the goals of this work are as follows:
* To improve modeling and computation of sputtering yields material commonly
used in spacecraft design
* To upgrade Oh's model to include tracking of material sputtered off of surfaces
* To compute plasma properties inside a tank, far from the thrust axis.
* To study the trade-offs involved in using plume shields to protect spacecraft sub-
components from the damaging effects of the plume.
In the following chapters, the background and history of Hall thruster as well as the
theory underlying the sputtering process is explained. This is followed by a description of
the algorithms, computer code and the assumptions made in the plume model employed
for the simulations. The results of vacuum tank simulations are discussed and compared to
experimental data. Next, the preliminary results for a generic spacecraft employing a pro-
tective shield mounted around the thruster exit are presented. The purpose of these tests is
to verify if shields do protect spacecraft subcomponents from the damaging CEX ions, and
verify if redeposition of sputtered shield material may itself become an issue. Finally the
conclusions of this work are presented and recommendations for future work are sug-
gested.
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Chapter 2
Closed-Drift Thrusters
2.1 Hall Thruster History
Hall Effect Thrusters (HET) have an extensive flight history on-board Russian space-
craft for stationkeeping, attitude control, orbit injection and repositioning applications.
They have been used on at least 23 spacecraft since 1971. The SPT-100 (Stationary
Plasma Thruster - 100) has flown on at least three Russian satellites and has completed
qualification for Western commercial satellite applications. The SPT-100 HET was sched-
uled to provide NSSK on a French satellite in 1999 and is planned for use on future Space
Systems/Loral satellites whereas the D-55 Thruster with Anode Layer (TAL) HET flew on
an experimental BMDO mission in 1997.
SPTs have generated a lot of interest in recent years because of their high efficiency,
ideal Isp values, reasonable thrust levels, and their excellent flight experience over the last
25 years. International Space Technology, Inc. (ISTI) is the joint venture formed by Space
Systems/Loral, Fakel Enterprises (Russia), the Research Institute of Applied Mechanics
and Electrodynamics of the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI/Russia), and its other inter-
national partners to commercialize SPTs for use on Western spacecraft. The U.S. Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization has aggressively pursued the development of SPTs for Bril-
liant Eyes-class missions through its multi-phased Russian Hall Effect Thruster Technol-
ogy (RHETT) program.
With the increasing emphasis on lowering the mass of spacecraft propulsion systems,
increasing spacecraft orbiting lifetimes, and reducing overall costs, together with greater
amounts of electric power now available on-board spacecraft, the applications for electric
propulsion systems will certainly continue to grow.
Thus after a long period of laboratory maturation, both in the former Soviet Union and
in the West, HET technology has matured to a point where its expanded use for select
space missions is justified from both a technological and an economic standpoint. One
remaining area, however, where some reluctance to its adoption needs to be overcome is
the possibility of damaging interactions of the energetic plumes of these thrusters with
solar arrays, optical sensors and other space craft surfaces / subsystems.
2.2 Plasmas
Plasma science is the study of the ionized states of matter. Plasmas occur quite naturally
whenever ordinary matter is heated to a temperature greater than about 10,0000 C. The
resulting plasmas are electrically charged gases or fluids. They are profoundly influenced
by the long-range Coulomb interactions of the ions and electrons and by the presence of
magnetic fields, either applied externally or generated by current flows within the plasma.
The dynamics of such systems are complex, and understanding them requires new con-
cepts and techniques.
Plasma science impacts daily life in many significant ways. Low-temperature plasmas,
in which electric fields in the plasma can impart significant energy to the electrons and
ions but the plasmas are still cool enough to support a multitude of chemical reactions, are
critical to the processing of many modem materials. This method of "plasma processing"
is an enabling technology in the fabrication of semiconductors. Important applications
include the plasma etching of semiconductors and the surface modification and growth of
new materials. Other important uses of low-temperature plasmas include the "cold" pas-
teurization of foods, the sterilization of medical products, environmental cleanup, gas dis-
charges for lighting and lasers, isotope separation, switching and welding technology, and
plasma-based space propulsion systems. As illustrated in the Figure 2. below, plasmas
occur in many contexts, spanning an incredible range of plasma densities and tempera-
tures.
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Figure 2.1 Plasmas that occur naturally or can be created in the laboratory are shown as a function
of density (in particles per cubic centimeter) and temperature (in kelvin).
2.3 Hall Thruster Research at MIT
Extensive work, pertaining to Hall Thruster modeling, has been done at MIT to date.
Lentz, in 1993, developed a quasi-one-dimensional model which predicted plasma quanti-
ties and thruster performance along the acceleration channel. It was shown that this model
matched experimental data quite well by comparing it to research results from a Japanese
Hall Thruster.
While Lentz concentrated on developing the one-dimensional model, Oh was develop-
ing a two dimensional and three-dimensional model which studied expanding plasma
plumes in space. His work implemented a combined Particle-in-Cell (PIC) and Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method to create a quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model
which not only described the expansion of the partially ionized plasma but also included a
crude model of its interaction with (satellite) surfaces.
In 1998, Qarnain expanded on Oh's work by modifying the surface interaction model
and looked at the issues associated with developing and end-to-end model of the Hall
Thruster. The current work further modifies Oh's work to include the effect of material
sputtered from surfaces (tank or spacecraft) back into the plasma and includes a study of
the effects of shields on expanding plasmas.
In 1995, Fife developed a two-dimensional hybrid-PIC model based on Lentz's one
dimensional by extending it radially in the accelerating channel. This model, unlike
Lentz's model is designed to use a thruster's geometry as one of its inputs. Theoretically
this model can be used to simulate an expanding plasma of any thruster, however, most
tests were validated against an SPT-100 [Bishaev and Kim, 1978]. Fife's model was vali-
dated by an extensive set of electrostatic probe measurements in the plume. The model
also studied low-frequency discharge oscillations, energy distribution of ions ejected from
the thruster, the interaction of the thruster walls with the plasma, and the effect of facility
background pressure on efficiency.
Ahedo and Martinez-Sanchez developed a one-dimensional model of the SPT provid-
ing a well defined set of governing equations for the plasma dynamics. This model, how-
ever, was focussed on the steady state plasma characteristics and did not include the
discharge oscillation observed in many SPTs. Noguchi, in 1999, developed a model based
on linear perturbation of the steady state variable derived by Ahedo and Martinez-
Sanchez, in order to study the transient, oscillatory characteristics of an operating SPT.
Noguchi's model predicted two families of modes, one basically acoustic, the other due to
ionization dynamics. The modes, however, were of a higher frequency than those observed
in real thruster operation.
Experimental work at MIT has been centered around developing, testing and charac-
terizing a 50 Watt Hall Thruster. More about this work can be read in Khayms' Masters
thesis [Khayms, 1997].
2.4 Hall Thruster Plume Research Outside MIT
2.4.1 Computational
Although it is often not readily apparent, plasma science affects our society in a myr-
iad of ways and as a result computational modeling of plasma-based phenomena has been
extensive. Techniques currently used in modeling and simulating plasma flows by the sci-
entific community include the following methods:
* Molecular Dynamics method
* Particle-in-Cell method
* Particle-in-Cell with Monte Carlo Collisions method
* Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method
These methods have been fully developed and thus will not be reviewed here. For their
detailed description, their merits and disadvantages, refer to Birdsall and Langdon [1991]
and Lubachevsky [1991]. It should be noted that Oh used a combination of the PIC and
DSMC methods in developing his model [Oh, 1997].
With respect to modeling Hall Thruster plumes in academia, Randolph and Pencil con-
structed an empirical plume model in order to predict contamination on surfaces exposed
to the plume of an SPT-100 [Randolph et al., 1994 and Pencil et al., 1996]. In this model
they assumed a Gaussian distribution for the current density at the thruster exit plane and
they developed a sputtering model which included the energy and angular dependence of
sputtering.
Bishaev et al. [1993] developed a kinetic model of the plume but the formulation is
quite complex (based on a solution of a set of Boltzmann equations) and limited to simple
geometries.
In 1995, Rhee and Lewis developed a hybrid PIC model of the SPT plume which was
similar to that developed by Samanta Roy [1995] to model plumes from ion thrusters. It
combined a PIC algorithm for the CEX ions and an analytical model for the ion beam.
This model, however, is deemed to be flawed [Oh, 1997] as Rhee and Lewis use particles
to model the difference between ion and electron charge densities.
A substantial amount of work has been done by VanGilder and Keidar in modeling EP
devices. In their latest paper [VanGilder, Keidar, and Boyd, 1999] a very similar algorithm
to Oh's is described. The difference is that Oh's model assumed a constant electron tem-
perature whereas VanGilder et al. developed two cases - one assuming isothermal elec-
trons, and one assuming a variable electron temperature. They observed that the model
including a variable electron temperature showed better agreement with experimental
results.
In summary, even though numerous models have been developed to describe expand-
ing plasma plumes of EP devices, with the increased interest in employing HT devices in
space missions, it is becoming apparent that fully understanding the impact of the plume
in the on spacecraft subsystems is critical in the design process.
2.4.2 Experimental
Numerous research efforts in the former Soviet Union have focused on studying Hall
Thruster physics since their development in the 1960s. Recognizing the numerous advan-
tages of HTs, more and more research is being conducted in the U.S., with the hope of
commercializing HT systems. Soviet researchers have done extensive developmental work
on hall thrusters but it was not until the early 1990s that results began appearing in the
West. Absalamov et al. were the first to publish results on far field plume data. These
included ion distribution and witness plate measurements of erosion rates on solar cell
cover glass 1 meter away from the thruster exit plane.
In the U.S., Myers and Manzella [1993] performed a set of experiments to validate and
extend the Russian work. They mapped out the electron density, electron temperature and
ion current density in the plume up to 4 meters away from the exit plane. In 1993 Manzella
measured the neutral/ion distribution and the emission spectrum at the exit plane of an
SPT-100. It was found that the plume consisted of 1-5% xenon neutrals (Xe), 76% - 89%
singly charged ions (Xe+), and 11.9% - 19% doubly charged ions (Xe++). He also showed
that the facility background pressure had an effect on the ion density in the backflow
region of the plume. In a more recent study, King [1998] found a comparable distribution
of particles (Xe+ = 88.8%, Xe++ = 11%, Xe+++ = 0.2%). King's study was also the first
ever documentation of the existence of triply charged xenon ions in the Hall Thruster
plume.
Since the impact of HT plumes on other spacecraft sub-systems has always been a pri-
mary concern, several experiments have been conducted by Absalamov et al. and Pencil
where samples of cover glasses and interconnect material are exposed to the plume at var-
ious angles and distances. In some of these experiments collimators were used to protect
the samples from the material sputtered from the wall of the vacuum tank. In experiments
without collimators it was seen that samples near the center-line of the beam had a net ero-
sion whereas samples farther than 600 off the thrust line showed a net deposition of mate-
rial. The source of this material, however, was the tank walls and not the thruster channel.
Randolph et al. and Pencil et al. [1994] also performed experiments without collimators
and these showed no net deposition on the samples.
Researchers at the University of Michigan have also provided comprehensive data.
This data includes:
* ion fluxes, neutral fluxes, heat flux, and ion energy distribution [King, 1996]
* near field measurements of charge and ion density [Kim, 1996]
* plasma density in the plume [Ohler et al., 1995]
* phase shift measurements and L-Band attenuation [Ohler et al., 1996]
Since Hall thrusters are efficient, have a high Isp, and are relatively easy to operate,
many companies are interested in implementing these devices in their space missions.
This interest has sparked the large number of ground tests described above. It must be
noted, however, that no space-based data is currently available though efforts are being
made to design and carry out such experiments.
2.5 Thruster Basics
A closed-drift thruster is defined as a thruster in which ions are electrostatically acceler-
ated in the primary thrust direction, with the accelerating electric field established by an
electron current interacting with a transverse magnetic field. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic
of a cylindrically symmetric design. A radial magnetic field is developed between two axi-
ally symmetric magnet pole pieces as shown. The interior volume surrounded by the mag-
net is continually filled with a low pressure propellant gas that supports an electric
discharge between two electrodes. Xenon is the preferred fluid for this operation, because
it has high atomic mass combined with a low ionization potential.
The anode electrode is located upstream, while the cathode electrode is located in the
region directly downstream of the magnet pole pieces. The axial electrostatic field created
between the anode and cathode steers some of the electrons toward the annular channel
where they collide with and ionize the xenon atoms. Under the effect of the electrostatic
field the ions are pushed toward the engine outlet (exit plane) at a high-speed, thus gener-
ating the thrust. In order to ensure that the ions are accelerated in a single direction, the ion
cyclotron radius must be far greater than the acceleration channel length. The effect of a
magnetic field generated by the peripheral coils is used to increase the probability of an
electron and atom collision in the annular channel and to focus the ion beam at engine out-
let. The unused electrons can neutralize the ions after they have been ejected from the
engine, thereby preventing the entire propulsion system from accumulating electrical
charge.
The axial electric field also interacts with the radial magnetic field to generate the Hall
current in the azimuthal direction. The unique feature, however, of this device is that the
major current flow is the Hall current perpendicular to the electric field, hence the name
Hall accelerator or Hall thruster.
This device is particularly suited for missions requiring a specific impulses in the
range of 1000 to 2000 sec. Thrust levels in the 3mN to 2N range have been obtained. The
overall thrust is determined by the size and power level of the device, but no obvious upper
limit has been found. At the low power end, the plasma tends to become too dense and
aggressive, limiting thruster life.
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Figure 2.2 Cross-section of a typical Hall Thruster
A variety of different configurations of these thrusters have been developed in the
former Soviet Union and flown on several different spacecraft but there are primarily two
types of designs. One device is constructed such that the channel walls are made of a
dielectric material (e.g. Boron Nitride) and is referred to as a Stationary Plasma Thruster
(SPT) or closed-drift extended acceleration thruster. The other device is called the
'thruster with anode layer' (TAL). This differs from the SPT in that its acceleration chan-
nel is relatively shorter and the side walls are made of a conductive material instead.
The Stationary Plasma Thruster, developed in the former Soviet Union by Morozov
and manufactured by Fakel, is often used as a baseline for analyzing physical properties
and performance. Many experimental and numerical tests have been performed in an
attempt to better understand the physics of the accelerating process within the thruster, the
expansion of the plasma in a vacuum as well as the effect of the plasma on various space-
craft surface samples. The characteristics of the thruster used for purposes of this research
are listed in Table 2.1 below
One issue associated with HT devices is that complete ionization cannot be achieved
with reasonable levels of power, and hence, neutral gas is emitted at thermal speeds. These
slow neutrals are of interest because they charge-exchange with the fast beam ions produc-
ing fast neutrals and slow ions which can be influenced by local electric fields in the
plume. The electric field structure in the plume, as seen in experiments and in computa-
tional models, is radial, and hence the slow ions are pushed out of the beam and move
back towards the spacecraft.
Parameter Numerical Value
Specific Impulse 1610 sec.
Specific Impulse (w/o cathode) 1735 sec.
Thrust 84.9 mN
Discharge Voltage 300 V
Discharge Current 4.5 A
Power 1350 Watts
Efficiency 49.7%
Efficiency (w/o cathode) 53.5%
Inner Insulator Diameter 56 mm
Outer Insulator Diameter 100 mm
Propellant Xenon
Propellant Flow Rate 5.37 mg. / sec.
Fraction of Propellant Directed 5%- 10%
to Cathode 7.1% is assumed in model
Electron Temperature in Plume 2 - 4 eV
Axial Ion Velocity -17,000 m/s
Fraction of Propellant Ionized in > 95%
Discharge Chamber
Table 2.1: SPT-100 Characteristics
Figure 2.3 The SPT-100
Figure 2.4 The TAL-55
Figure 2.5 Hall Thruster - SPT-100
Figure 2.6 Hall Thruster Plume Cross-Section
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Chapter 3
The Sputtering Process
3.1 Introduction
Sputtering is the removal of surface atoms from a target material by bombarding the latter
with energetic particles. It is commonly measured by the sputtering yield, which is the
average number of atoms removed from the surface of the target per incident particle.
Aside from sputtering other effects also take place when particles bombard surfaces.
These include backscattering as well as trapping and reemission of incident particles, des-
orption of surface layers, the emission of electrons, the emission of photons and a change
in surface structure and topography of the target material. To date, many experiments
involving sputtering of monoatomic targets (metals) with noble gases have been con-
ducted, though more and more experiments including compounds and alloys are being
performed. An excellent review of sputtering phenomena is provided by Behrisch et al. in
Topics in Applied Physics series published by Springer-Verlag. A more recent review,
focused on the low-energy end, was reported by Duchemin et al. [1997].
Sputtering used to be considered as the undesired effect taking place when cathodes
were eroded and plasmas were contaminated but today, sputtering is widely applied to sur-
face cleaning and etching, for thin film deposition, for surface layer analysis and for sput-
ter ion sources. However, sputtering as pertaining to satellite design and integration, is still
considered an undesired effect.
3.2 The Sputtering Yield
Sputtering, the removal of atoms from a target material by impinging ions, is usually
defined as the average number of atoms removed from the surface of a target material
(solid) by each impinging ion. The incident particles can be ions, neutrals, electrons or
energetic protons. In the case of an EP device where the impinging particles are usually
monoatomic (e.g. xenon) ions each of the incident ions is counted separately. When count-
ing the number of particles that have been removed from the surface of a material only
those of the solid (target) are counted, while the incident particles which have been
reflected or reemitted are not counted.
Sputtering yields for energetic particles (keV - MeV energy range) are usually in the
range of 10-5 < Y < 103 atoms per incident particle but they depend on the following fac-
tors:
* incident particle energy
* incident particle mass
* incidence angle (the angle between the particle direction and the surface normal)
* mass of the target atoms
* crystallinity and crystal orientation and surface topography of the target material
* surface binding energy of the target material
It has been found that the yield is almost independent of the temperature and that there
is a (material dependent) threshold energy (20eV - 100eV) below which no sputtering
occurs. The sputtering yield usually increases with incident particle energy but peaks with
a broad maximum of 5 - 50 keV. At higher incident energies, the sputtering yield decreases
since the impinging ions burrow deeper into the target material and are forced to shed their
energy deep within the target material and further away from the surface layers.
It has been observed that when ions impinge on a target at oblique angles the sputter-
ing yield tends to increase monotonically with incidence angle until a peak between 60
and 85 degrees. This peak is a function of the incident particle mass and energy as well as
the surface structure of the target material. If the target material is a single crystal, sputter-
ing is affected by the target crystal orientation with respect to the impinging angle. For
example, the yields for particles impinging near the three major close-packed crystal axes
are 2 to 5 times lower than for other angles of incidence. Also for the close-packed direc-
tions the maxima in the energy dependence of sputtering tends to be in a lower energy
range.
There are three mechanisms by which particles are emitted form the surface of a bom-
barded material. In the single-knockon regime the bombarding ion transfers energy to tar-
get atoms which, after having undergone a number of collisions, are ejected through the
target surface provided they have energy in excess of the binding energy of the target. It
must be noted that the atoms from the ion-target collisions gain enough energy to get sput-
tered, but not enough to generate recoil cascades - target atoms dislocated from their orig-
inal lattice positions and undergoing more collisions. In the linear cascade regime the
atoms resulting from the ion-target collisions gain sufficient energy to generate recoil cas-
cades of which some may reach the surface of the target. The density of the recoil atoms,
however, is low enough to ensure that knock-on collisions are dominant and collisions
between moving atoms is infrequent. In the spike regime, on the other hand, the density of
the recoil atoms is so high that most of the atoms within a given volume are in motion.
According to Behrisch et al. the charge states of the emitted particles is also important,
though for sputtered metals a large fraction of the sputtered atoms emerge as neutrals in
their ground states. Within the target material, however, dislocated atoms move towards
the surface layer in an ionized or excited state. This indicates that the fundamental event in
the excitation process involves the interaction of one emerging atom with the target sur-
face. The probability of an atom being neutralized or ionized determines the state of the
sputtered atom, though the initial state of the target atom is not significant as the probabil-
ity of maintaining its charge state as it traverses the target material to the surface is very
small at typical energies of sputtered atoms (-l10eV). Since a large fraction of the sput-
tered atoms emerge as neutrals in the ground state, for purposes of this research it is
assumed that particles (both reflected xenon neutrals and sputtered atoms) emitted from
any surface (tank or spacecraft) will be in the neutral state
3.3 Empirical Formulas for Sputtering
3.3.1 Matsunami's Empirical Formulation
Light-ion sputtering is mainly due to collision cascades created by ions backscattered
from the interior of a solid target, whereas heavy-ion sputtering is due to collision cas-
cades directly generated by incoming ions. This difference is particularly important when
studying the angular dependence of the yield sputtering in the low energy range. For
example, the angular dependence of the threshold energy has a minimum at 600 for heavy
ion-sputtering whereas for light-ion sputtering there is no distinctive minimum [Behrisch,
1983])
Analytical expressions for sputtering data have been derived by many authors. These
have ranged from theories, empirical formulas and computer simulations of sputtering
processes. Sigmund successfully developed a theory describing the effects of different
ion-target material combinations by solving the linearized Boltzmann Equation and by
relating sputtering to other ion-bombardment phenomena. One of Sigmund's most impor-
tant conclusions is the fact that backward sputtering yield is proportional to the energy
deposited at the surface. He derived a sputtering yield formula for ions impinging nor-
mally on a target material:
0.042a(m2 /m 1 )Sn(E)Yield =(3.1)
Us
where E is the incident particle energy and Us is the surface binding energy (usually
equal to the sublimation energy of the target material). S,(E) is the Lindhard nuclear stop-
ping cross section - Equation (3.6) - and a(m 2/m 1) is the energy-independent function of
the mass ratio between the target atom mass, m2 and the incident ion mass, m1
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of Sputtering Geometry
Experiments have proven that Sigmund's formula has its limitations. It does not pre-
dict yields for light-ion sputtering and low-energy sputtering accurately. Experimental
results do not agree very well with calculated values of sputtering for the low-energy sput-
tering case and this discrepancy seems to indicate that there has to be a lower limit below
which sputtering does not occur - the sputtering threshold. This threshold, however,
depends on the impinging ion incidence angle.
Yamamura et al. [1983] modeled the angular dependence of the threshold energy for
heavy-ion sputtering and showed that it has a minimum near 600. The threshold energy of
heavy-ion sputtering is a decreasing function of the angle of incidence because of the
anisotropic velocity distribution of recoil atoms near the surface, but for grazing angles it
increases with angle of incidence as a result of surface channelling. Thus even if the ion
energy is less than the threshold energy at normal incidence, a finite number of target
atoms will be sputtered at oblique incidence in the case of heavy-ion sputtering.
Bohdansky et al. and Matsunami et al. have proposed empirical formulae which take
into account this threshold energy. These formulae are valid for sputtering yields at normal
angles of incidence only. Bohdansky et al. [1980] divided the sputtering process into the
near threshold regime and the linear cascade regime.
For the near threshold regime the following empirical formula was found to predict the
sputtering yield:
Yield = QB(m 2, 2, Us) N h (3.3)
YN (-) = 0.0085() [1 - (] 7/2  (3.4)
where QB is a fitting parameter and Eth is the threshold energy. For the linear cascade
regime Sigmund's formula was adopted and it was found that the analytical expression for
the high energy regime could be extended to the near threshold regime.
Matsunami et al. proposed an even simpler formula applicable to all ion-target combi-
nations. In their work they took Sigmund's original formula as well as the threshold
energy into account and arrived at:
0.042a(m2/m )Sn(E) EthYield = us 1-
which is the Matsunami first formula where Lindhard's nuclear stopping cross section
S,(e) = 3.4411og(E + 2.718),Ic
1 + 6.355,IF + E(- 1.708 + 6.882JI)
and
(3.6)
(3.7)E
Eth
In addition, Matsunami et al. showed that the average values of a nd 1, when using
the first Matsunami formula, had the following mass dependence:
a = 0.1019 + 0.0842(m 2 0/m)9 805 for m/ml < 2.163
a = - 0.4137 + 0.6092(m2/m) 0. 17 8 for m/m > 2.163
;1 = 4.143 + 11.46(m 2/m 1)-0.500 4 for m2 m < 3.115
;j = 5.809 + 2.791(m 2/m) 0.4816 for m2/m > 3.115
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)Eth
Us
Matsunami et al. showed that the first empirical formula includes implicitly the effect
of inelastic stopping on sputtering yield and it takes into account the threshold effect in the
original Sigmund formula. The validity of this formula has been successfully examined by
Matsunami et al. for monoatomic targets, and best fit values for a and Eth are summarized
in [Yamamura, Matsunami and Itoh, 1982].
and
(3.5)
Even though the first Matsunami formula predicts well the energy-dependence of the
sputtering yield for perpendicular incidence of ions, improved second and third Matsu-
nami formulae were subsequently derived. This included factorizing a into two terms (the
inelastic part and the elastic part). The second formula Matsunami et al. proposed is an
interpolation between an analytical formula for low-energy heavy-ion sputtering and the
one for high-energy light-ion sputtering. The third formula is discussed in the next section.
The group also showed that the third formula useful for the preliminary estimation of
the sputtering yield over a wide range of ion-target combinations (Yamamura, 1983). It
was also shown that the threshold energy for heavy-ion sputtering is determined primarily
by the anisotropic velocity distribution of recoil atoms. This is directly related to the
under-cosine angular distribution of sputtered atoms though a rough estimation of the
threshold shows that this angular distribution becomes a cosine distribution with an
increase of the mass ratio. In the case of light-ion sputtering, however, the anisotropic
velocity distribution of recoil atoms contribute positively to the sputtering yield. Thus
sputtering in this case obeys the over-cosine rule. An exhaustive derivation of these for-
mula is presented in [Yamamura, Matsunami and Itoh, 1982].
3.3.2 Yamamura's Empirical Formulation for Angular Dependence of Yield
Yamamura et al. derived a normalized empirical formula of the form:
Y() tfe(-(t1)) (3.4)
Y(O)
where 0 is the angle of incidence measured from the surface normal, Y(O) is the sput-
tering yield at an angle of incidence, 0, Y(O) is the sputtering yield at the normal angle of
incidence,
t (3.5)
cos(0)
I = fcos(Ooptimum) (3.6)
where f and I are adjustable parameters which are determined by the least-square
method so as to fit the empirical formula to available experimental data. Oopt is the angle of
incidence at the maximum yield. Yamamura showed that when the best fit-values of 900 -
Oopt were plotted as a function of y the following equation represented the relationship:
Oopt = 900 - 2860.45 (3.7)
where W is defined as:
(a )3/2 ZiZ 2  1 1/2  (3.8)
R ( + Z2/3)E38)
where E is in eV, where Ro = N1 / 3 is the average lattice constant of the target, N is the
number density of the target material and the Thomas-Fermi screening radius of the inter-
atomic potential is,
a (23) in Angstroms (3.9)
It must be noted here that when Yamamura et al. were determining the best-fit values
of f and I experimental data which did not have maximum values or which did not have
data at normal incidence were excluded. The factorf depends on the energy through
f = 2.5f(1 - 2)) (3.10)
where is:
2 E- th) (3.11)
The threshold energy Eth for the third Matsunami formula has the following empirical
form:
Eth = Us[1.9 + 3.8(ml/m 2 ) + 0.314(m2/m 1 ) 124] (3.12)
The best-fit parameters and their average values are compiled in [Yamamura, 1983] by
Yamamura et al. for various ion-target combinations. Yamamura et al. found that agree-
ment is satisfactory over a wide range of incidence angles as well as a variety of ion-target
combinations.
Yamamura's formula gives the normalized sputtering yield. In order to obtain the
absolute yield Y(O), the sputtering yield at normal incidence needs to be calculated. The
empirical formulae for the sputtering at normal incidence have been proposed by Bohdan-
sky et al., Matsunami et al. and Yamamura et al.. Yamamura et al. recommend to use the
third Matsunami formula which has the form:
PSn(e)[1 - , ) ]2 "8Yield(E) = (3.13)(1 + 0.35 UsSe(E))
where,
0.042ELNa(m 2/m)Q(Z 2 ) (3.14)PR (3.14)
and
1
RL = (3.15)
L (ica 2 Ny)
Se(E ) = kAI (3.16)
4mlm2Y M2 2 (3.17)
(mi + m 2 )
EL = (3.18)
where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the projectile and target atoms respectively
and m I and m2 are their respective masses. Also the inelastic coefficient k of Se(E) is given
as:
0.0793(Z 1 )1/ 6 (Z 1 Z 2 )1/ 2 (ml + m 2 ) 3 / 2k = (3.19)
[(Z/3 + 22/3)3/4]m1( m2)l/2
The parameter ot(m2ml) for Matsunami's third formula is represented as:
a((m 2 /m) = 0.08 + 0.164(m2/ml) 0.4 5 + 0.0145(m 2/ml) 1.
29  (3.20)
and Q(Z2) is listed for each element by Yamamura et al. [1983]. [Q(Z2)aluminum = 1.1;
Q(Z2)silicon = 0.75; Q(Z2)iron = 1.12; Q(Z2)silver = 1.13; Q(Z2)gold = 0.98]
3.4 Angular Distribution of Sputtered Material
Yamamura et al. derived a formula for the angular distribution of the sputtered atoms as a
function of the impinging ion's energy, E, the azimuthal angle, 0, and the angle, 01, that
the ejected particle makes with the surface normal upon ejections - Equation (3.23) - this
formula takes into account the threshold effect, and it coincides with Matsunami's first
empirical formula [Yamamura, 1981].
0.042 a(m21/m)Sn(E)cosOI h1 1 ES(E, 0, 4 ) = - cosOy(01) + 34cossin0sin0 1  (3.21)
where, S(E, 0, 0, 01) is the differential yield (yield per unit exit solid angle, dQ1 =
sin(61 )dOldo), for an incident ion with energy E and angle 0, and
(3(sin0 1 )2 - 1) (cos 1) 2(3(sin0 1)2 + 1) 1 + sin 1  (3.22)2y() = n 1) + x ln (3.22)(sin2) (sine 1) 1 - sin0,
For small 01, the above formula can be reduced to
S(E, 0, 01) = 04 U2- (E 1 + (cosOi)2 (3.23)
for perpendicular incidence. By integration, the total yield (Matsunami's first formula)
results as follows
2ir2
Yield(E, ) = fS(E, , , 0, 1)sin0 1(d01)d (3.24)
00
For a derivation of these formulas refer to Yamamura [1981]. Note: The published for-
mulae [Yamamura, 1981] lack some of the factors which this work has found to be neces-
sary: (a) the lht fraction in Equation (3.21) and (b) the factor of 2 on the left side of
Equation (3.22).
The agreement with Wehner's experimental results [Wehner, 1960] is very good and
Equation (3.23) predicts well the heart-shaped distributions of sputtered atoms for nor-
mally incident ions and preferential forward ejection of sputtered atoms. The relation,
however, is valid only for heavy-ion sputtering. For light-ion sputtering, Weissman and
Behrisch showed that the angular distribution of sputtered material obeys the over-cosine
law instead of the under-cosine form implied by Equation 3.2.
3.4.1 The Sputtering Process - Computational Modeling
Numerous computational models addressing the sputtering process have been devel-
oped to date. They are either Monte Carlo based or lattice based programs. The main dif-
ference between these methods are the search methods for collision partners, the handling
of simultaneous collisions, the inclusion of time dependence, the treatment of inelastic
kinematics, the possible handling of collisions between moving atoms and the variety of
calculable data. Because of its ready availability, one of the codes used in this work is the
SRIM (Stopping Ranges of Ion in Matter) package. A list of available simulation packages
was compiled by Eckstein [1991] and is reproduced in the tables below.
Name Origin Authors
ACAT Atomic Collisions in Amorphous Targets Takeuchi, Yamamura
BABOUM Abel et al.
BEST Boltzmann Equation Solving Tool Vicanek, Urbassek
CASCADE Pugacheva
COLLIDE Beeler
DYACAT Bynamical ACAT Yamamura
ERPEX Tatarkiewicz
EVOLVE Roush et al
HERAD Heterogenous Radiation Damage Attaya, Kulcinski
HIDOS Schonborn et al.
IMPLNT Davisson
Table 3.2: Monte Carlo Based programs [Eckstein, 1991]
Name Origin Authors
ITMC Ion Transport in Materials and Compounds Hassanein, Smith
PERST Pervaya Stenka Nikiforov et al.
PIBER Adesida, Karapiperis
RITA Recoil Implantation Through Amorphous Desalvo, Rosa
ROMEO Melker, Romanov
SASAMAL Simulation of Atomic Scattering in Amor- Miyagawa, Miyagawa
phous Material based on Liquid Model
SAVOY Jackson
TCIS Cui, Li
TRIDYN TRIM.SP Dynamical Moller, Eckstein
TRIM Transport of Ions in Matter Biersack, Haggmark
TRIM.SP TRIM Sputtering Biersack, Eckstein
TRIM85 Ziegler et al
TRIPOS Transport of Ions in Polyatomic Matter Chou, Ghoniem
Table 3.2: Monte Carlo Based programs [Eckstein, 1991]
Name Authors
ACOCT Yamamura, Takeuchi
ARGUS Jackson et al.
BACKS Hutchence, Honzeas
CASCADE Beeler
CENTAUR Jackson et al.
COSIPO Hautala
EDI Preuss
FLUX Smulders, Boerma
MARLOWE Robinson, Torrens
MORLAY Beitat (Taglauer et al.)
OKSANA Shul'ga
RECOIL Teplov et al.
Table 3.3: Lattice Based Programs [Eckstein, 1991]
Name Authors
RETTUPS Fustoss et al.
TAVERN Jackson
Table 3.3: Lattice Based Programs [Eckstein, 1991]
SRIM
SRIM is a DOS-based package, initially developed by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark,
used to calculate the stopping and range of ions (10 eV - 2 GeV/amu) in matter using a
quantum mechanical treatment of ion-atom collisions. A full description of the algorithms
used in this program can be found in "The Stopping and Range of Ions in Solids", by J. F.
Ziegler, J. P. Biersack and U. Littmark, Pergamon Press, New York, 1985 (new edition in
late 1996). This book also provides the source code for the SRIM programs including a
full explanation of its physics. Applications of SRIM as well as the accuracy of the simu-
lation are also highlighted. TRIM is the most comprehensive program included in the
SRIM package. It will accept complex targets made of compound materials up to eight
layers, each of different materials - this is how molecular substrates are modeled. It calcu-
lates the final three-dimensional distribution of the ions and also the kinetic phenomena
associated with the ion's energy loss: target damage, sputtering, ionization and phonon
production. TRIM results were compared with the sputtering yields obtained by the theory
developed by Matsunami et al. [1980] and Yamamura et al. [1983]. For extensive compar-
isons refer to [Yamamura, Itikawa, Itoh, 1983].
3.5 The Sputtering Process - Experimental Work
A synopsis of sputtering work related to the aerospace domain is outlined in this section.
Since xenon is the primary fuel type used in EP devices only work covering xenon ion
sputtering was reviewed.
In the 1960's, Rosenberg and Wehner [1962], Stuart and Wehner published data on
xenon ions with energies down to 100eV while more recently Bhattacharjee et al. pub-
lished data for xenon ions on molybdenum in the 150 eV to 600 eV energy range. In 1999,
Duchemin and Polk [1999], published results [for xenon ions on molybdenum] in the 100
eV to 1 keV range. Duchemin and Polk compared their data to results published in the
1960's and found satisfactory agreement. It was shown that Matsunami's third formula
was in relatively good agreement with experimental data and the TRIM simulation. In
their paper, they also mentioned extending their work to the sub-100 eV range and increas-
ing the variety of target materials - results of which have not been published yet [Duch-
emin and Polk, 1999].
3.6 Xenon Ion Sputtering of Metals
Since xenon is the dominant species in the plume region, only xenon induced sputtering is
considered in this model. A good understanding of the ion-erosion processes and knowl-
edge of the sputtering yield as a function of plume ion energy and incidence angle, for var-
ious materials making up the space craft is absolutely necessary. These parts are,
primarily, the solar arrays, sensitive optical instruments, thermal (insulation) blankets and
radiative shield, while the materials of interest are quartz, aluminum, silver and gold.
These materials were chosen not only because there is a large data set on the effects of
xenon ion impingement on them, but also because they constitute a large fraction of a gen-
eral spacecraft's components.
3.7 Sputtering Yield for Aluminum, Silicon, Iron, Silver
and Gold
This section presents the theoretical sputtering yields for xenon ions impinging on alumi-
num, silicon, iron (stainless steel), silver, and gold. These yields have been calculated
using the theories developed by Matsunami et al. (third formula) and Yamamura et al. in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.3.2 . For a detailed comparison between sputtering theory and
experimental results refer to [Yamamura, Itikawa, and Itoh, 1983] wherein a large fraction
of the published data on sputtering yields at perpendicular incidence can be found. These
references show good agreement between theory and experiment over a large range of
energies and ion-target combinations (with few exceptions - see below).
There is a discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results for heavy ion
sputtering in some cases for a number of reasons. These have been interpreted by Behrisch
as being caused by energy dependent nonlinear effects in the collision cascade. Until now
it has been assumed (but questioned extensively in the literature) that collisions are binary
and elastic and that the target is assumed to be structureless and characterized by a density
N of randomly distributed atom which are assumed to be point particles with characteristic
collision cross sections. Detailed theoretical discussions of the mechanisms behind the
nonlinear effects can be found in "Sputtering by Particle Bombardment I: Introduction and
Overview." Topics in Applied Physics, Vol 47, 1981 by R. Behrisch.
3.7.1 Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Energy
When studying the dependence of sputtering yield on incident particle energy it must
be noted that for noble gas projectiles, the chemical effects of implanted projectile species
are negligible and thus allow a better basis for comparisons with experiments than in most
other cases. As shown in Equation (3.1) the sputtering yield is proportional to the nuclear
stopping power and this is the only dependence in energy. In his book [Behrisch, Vol. 1,
1981] Behrisch shows that for neon and argon the sputtering data (in the keV range) are in
agreement with sputtering theory but for krypton and xenon the experimental yields are
higher than theoretical results by as much as 40%. The most prominent difference is seen
in experiments on gold targets.
At the time of Oh's work it was fairly difficult to obtain data for solar cell coverglass
and for the silver interconnects. Thus experimental data for silver, quartz and silicon were
used by Oh in his model. Oh fitted a curve to the data obtained by Rosenberg [1994] for
xenon ions normally incident on a silver target and for xenon on silicon to characterize the
sputtering yield. He also used a curve fit to data obtained by Randolph [1994] for argon
sputtering on quartz glass as data involving xenon was not readily available. It is assumed
that quartz is tougher than most glasses, thus the curve fit used might underestimate the
real sputtering yield. In all cases, the sputtering yield curves used are for xenon striking
normal to the target surface.
Yieldsilver = 7.334 x 10-3E - 0.29511 for xenon on silver (3.25)
Yieldquartz = 7.105 x 10- 4E - 0.01815 for argon on quartz glass (3.26)
Yieldsiucon = 1.0577 x 10- 3E - 0.12115 for xenon on silicon (3.27)
More recently Roussel et al. [Roussel, 1997] measured the sputtering yield of standard
coverglass (cerium-doped borosilicate) as a function of incidence angle and he fitted a
polynomial to his data (see Equation (3.5) )
Yieldcoverglass(O) = 0.42 - 0.00530 + 0.001502 - (7 - 10-6)O3 - 10- (3.28)
where 0 is the incidence angle of the impinging xenon atoms measured in degrees and
the incidence energy was 300eV. Note: The experiment was done for only one incident
energy - 300eV.
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Figure 3.29 Coverglass sputtering yield vs. Incidence Angle for Xenon Ions at 300eV
In Figure 3.30 Randolph's experimental results for argon on quartz are seen to be com-
parable to the theoretical results (Matsunami's and Yamamura's) for argon on silicon.
Rosenberg's results for xenon on silicon, however, were comparable up to 500 eV. Above
this energy range the sputtering yields predicted by Matsunami (third formula) and Yama-
mura were lower than the experimental values. (see Figure 3.31)
mura were lower than the experimental values. (see Figure 3.3 1)
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Figure 3.30 Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Energy - Argon Comparison
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Figure 3.31 Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Energy - Xenon Comparison
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The graph in appendix A shows the theoretical sputtering yields as a function of inci-
dent energy for xenon ions impinging (at 450 angle of incidence) on aluminum, silicon,
and iron targets. These show representatives values for the sputtering yield. For a more
comprehensive set of results (range of energy and angles of incidence) refer to Appendix
B.
3.7.1 Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle
Wehner and Fetz [1959] were the first to obtain qualitative information describing the
angular dependence of the sputtering yield. For heavy ion bombardment in the keV range
a number of scientists found a cos-1(0) dependence, where 0 is measured from the surface
normal. Sigmund, however, showed that this dependence is only valid for large ion mass-
to-target mass ratios. For smaller mass ratios a faster variation was predicted. Numerous
experimental data [Behrisch, 1981] showed a stronger dependence on 0 than on cos-l(o)
but in all cases studied, the yield was seen to reach a maximum at angles between 600 and
800, and it decreased for larger angles.
In his model, Oh did not include the effects of angle of incidence on the sputtering
yield. Since the maximum yield tends to occur at non-normal angles of incidence it is pos-
sible that Oh over-estimated the erosion rates of surfaces due to sputtering. The figure
below (Figure 3.32) shows the variation of the angle at which maximum sputtering occurs
as a function of incident energy. This was calculated using the set of equations discussed
in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.32 Angle of Maximum Sputtering Yield vs. Impinging Ion Incident Energy
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Figure 3.33 Maximum Sputtering Yield vs. Impinging Ion Incident Energy
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For the spacecraft configuration used in this work (described in the next chapter), Fig-
ure 3.34 shows that the average angle of incidence for xenon neutrals and ions on the
spacecraft surfaces is approximately 490. While spacecraft designers are concerned about
ions in the 0eV - 400eV range, Figure 3.32 shows that for this particular energy range the
maximum sputtering yield occurs in the range 60 0- 700. On the other hand, the histogram
below shows that a small fraction of particles in the simulation hit surfaces at an angle in
this range. The majority of particles impinge on surfaces with an angle less than 650.
These particles are responsible for most of the damage on the model solar array. The sput-
tering yield curves in Appendix B show that in the angular range considered the sputtering
yield is higher than when particles impinge normally on a surface. Thus, since most of the
particles impinge on the spacecraft at non-normal incidence Oh's surface erosion model
based on normally incident particle data under predicts the sputtering rates for silver, sili-
con and quartz..
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Figure 3.34 Distribution of Angle of Incidence on all Spacecraft Surfaces - Primarily Solar Array
Chapter 4
Computational Model
4.1 Introduction
A Hybrid-PIC model has been developed at MIT by Fife to simulate the plasma dynamics
in the acceleration channel of a Hall Thruster. This model simulates only the heavy spe-
cies, ions and neutrals, as opposed to a standard PIC code in which both ions and electrons
are simulated. In the 'hybrid-PIC' code electron motion is described by integrating the
fluid equations of motion. Prior to this development Oh implemented a PIC-DSMC algo-
rithm which tracked plasma behavior and included collisions starting from the exit plane -
outside the acceleration channel. Since both models assume that the plasma is quasi-neu-
tral the Poisson equation cannot be used to solve for the plasma potential. Simply inverting
the Boltzmann equation to calculate the potential makes this code/model computationally
more efficient. This might lead to some inaccuracies as the electron temperature is
assumed constant (T-3.4eV).
However, in order to perform a complete Hall Thruster simulation - acceleration chan-
nel through the exterior - the two models still need to be fully integrated. For purposes of
this research effort, Fife's code produced the exit plane particle distribution which was
averaged and 'fed' into Oh's code. Oh's model had assumed an exit plane distribution
based on empirical data. Developing a scheme that does this efficiently at one pass is of
key importance. The Fife-Oh semi-integrated model has been used to simulate plasma
expanding from an SPT - 100 into a vacuum tank. This model is referred to as 'semi-inte-
grated' as at the moment in order to incorporate Fife's outputs, it is necessary to sample
and reconstruct the ion current density and beam divergence angle distributions at the exit
plane [of Fife's thruster model]. A least squares fit is performed on the output data yield-
ing a 3rd and 4th order polynomial fit for the ion current density and the beam divergence
angle respectively.
In his work, Oh developed an axisymmetric two-dimensional plume model as well as a
three-dimensional model based on the same PIC-DSMC algorithm. However, since space-
craft are rarely axisymmetric the three-dimensional model was used for purposes of this
work. In this chapter the basic assumptions of the model are highlighted while a detailed
description of the hybrid (PIC-DSMC) method as well as its implementation can be found
in Oh's Doctorate Thesis - Computational Modeling of Expanding Plasma Plumes in
Space Using a PIC-DSMC Algorithm. In his work, Oh discusses at length the underlying
theory, the limitations as well as the implementation of the method on workstation-type
machines.
4.2 The Background Environment
Experiments in the ground-based facilities are performed with a finite amount of gas
present in the background. i.e. an ideal vacuum is not achieved as a result of pumping lim-
itations. The density of the background gas, though lower than then density of neutrals
near the exit plane of the thruster, must be included in the simulation as the densities are
comparable in the far plume. The presence of the background gas is simulated by adding
xenon neutral particles along the boundaries with the ambient plasma. The background ion
temperature is assumed to be 300 K and the background neutral density was calculated
using the ideal gas law [Oh, 1997].
Pressure Number Density
2.2 x 10-6 Torr 7.085 x 1016 m-3
5.6 x 10-6 Torr 1.803 x 1016 m-3
2.5 x 10-5 Torr 8.050 x 1016 m-3
6.3 x 10-5 Torr 2.029 x 1018 m-3
Table 4.1: Simulated Pressures and Background Neutral Densities
Note: When simulating the spacecraft in geostationary orbit, the background pressure is
set to zero.
4.3 Modeling The Hall Thruster Exit Plane
A Hall thruster was chosen for the initial studies due to its maturity and the relatively
large data base with which to compare results. One issue associated with HT devices is
that complete ionization cannot be achieved with reasonable levels of power, and hence,
neutral gas is emitted at thermal speeds. These slow neutrals are of interest because they
charge-exchange with the fast beam ions producing fast neutrals and slow ions which can
be influenced by local electric fields in the plume. The electric field structure in the plume,
as seen in experiments and in computational models, is radial, and hence the slow ions are
pushed out of the beam and move back towards the spacecraft.
Hall thrusters are also known to have a rich spectrum of oscillatory behavior that is
believed to be critical to their operation, however, Oh did not include these unsteady oscil-
lations in his model. Instead, the thruster is modeled as a steady source within the domain
of the simulation and at each time step, new particles are loaded to represent the flow of
neutrals and ions from an SPT-100's exit plane.
In Oh's model exit plane distributions were empirical and based on curve fits to exper-
imental data - Figure 4.2 - Figure 4.4. The ion current density and beam divergence angle
data (both as a function of thruster exit radius) were taken from SPT-70 data and normal-
ized to represent an SPT-100. This normalization introduced a slight skewness in the dis-
tribution as mentioned by Qarnain. Thus Oh's source was based upon one set of data
[Gavryushin, 1981] 4mm away from the thruster exit plane. This set was questionable as
the originally published results did not have error bars (see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4)
Also the asymmetric distribution might have suggested that Gavryushin's test thruster was
damaged. More importantly, distributions can be expected to depend on operating condi-
tions in some complex way.
In this work Fife's hybrid-PIC code was used instead to simulate the SPT-100 exit
plane ion current density and beam divergence angle distributions. These functions consist
of an ion current probability distribution function and beam divergence angle probability
functions. Qarnain quantified the sensitivity of the plume model to variations in source
input and concluded that variations in the probability distribution functions do not sub-
stantially affect the output of the plume model [Qarnain, 1998]. Fife's source distribution
(see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4)which showed good agreement with experimental data was
used for purposes of this work. There was a slight shift in the data but that was because
two slightly different thruster geometries [different channel widths] were used to generate
the distribution functions [Qarnain, 1998].
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Figure 4.2 Experimental Measurements of Near Field Current Density [Absalamov, 1992 and
Gavryushin, 1981]
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4.4 Modeling The Plume
Since a Hall thruster plume is an unmagnetized, quasi-neutral plasma in which both Cou-
lomb forces and CEX collisions have an impact on the development of the flow, neither a
PIC method nor a DSMC method alone can be used to simulate these plumes. A PIC
method cannot model the collisional effects but is capable of modeling the long range
Coulomb forces, whereas a DSMC can be used to model collisional effects in the plasma.
It cannot, however, be used to model the charged particles present in the plasma. Oh com-
bined these two methods in his work, and produced a hybrid computational method capa-
ble of modeling collisional non-Maxwellian plasmas interacting with neutral gases. Two
important differences between the hybrid PIC-DSMC method and the PIC method are:
* the potential is determined using the electron momentum equation and not solving
Poisson's equation.
* a collisional routine is included to modify the trajectories of the particles in the
plasma.
Simply inverting the Boltzmann equation to calculate the potential makes this code/
model computationally more efficient.
4.4.1 Collisions
The charge exchange (CEX) and elastic collisions which were modeled by Oh in the
PIC-DSMC simulations are discussed in the following sections. Coulomb collisions have
relatively large Coulomb cross sections and the collision dynamics are primarily domi-
nated by small angle collisions. These interactions have a relatively long mean free path
through the plume and thus can be reasonably omitted. For detailed calculations of each of
these cross section refer to [Oh, 1997]. It must be noted that the estimated error in the
CEX cross sections use in the model is 20% [Hasted, 1964].
Collision Type of Collision Collision Cross Section
Xe - Xe' CEX EX = (0.881n(cr) + 15.13)2. 10 m2
Xe - Xe+  CEX oCEX = (3.41 - 10 - (2.7. -10-01ncr))2 m 2
Xe -Xe Elastic oE = (2.12 - 10-18 r
-024) 2
Xe - Xe+  Elastic 0 E = (8.28 10 - 16 /Cr) m 2
Xe - Xe++  Elastic GE = 2 (8.28 10- 16 /Cr) m2
Table 4.2: Collision Cross Sections assumed in PIC-DSMC Model
Charge Exchange Collisions
One issue associated with HT devices is that complete ionization cannot be achieved
with reasonable levels of power, and hence, neutral gas is emitted at thermal speeds. These
slow neutrals are of interest because they charge-exchange with the fast beam ions produc-
ing fast neutrals and slow ions which can be influenced by local electric fields in the
plume. The electric field structure in the plume, as seen in experiments and in computa-
tional models, is radial, and hence the slow ions are pushed out of the beam and move
back towards the spacecraft.
In the PIC-DSMC algorithm, Oh used the collision cross-sections based on theory or
experiment. For Xenon neutral-Xenon single ion CEX collisions the cross-section calcu-
lated by Rapp and Francis [1962] was used whereas the cross section for Xe-Xe++ CEX
collisions were determined by Hasted [1964]. It was shown that the collision cross section
for Xe+-Xe++ CEX collisions was an order of magnitude smaller than that for Xe-Xe+
CEX cross section - this led to the exclusion of this type of collision.
Ion-Neutral Elastic Collisions
Elastic collisions between species are also included in the simulation. Xe-Xe+ and Xe-
Xe++ collision cross sections, calculated by Banks [1966], are of a Maxwellian Collision
type where each collision frequency is not dependent on velocity. Also, as shown by Dal-
garno in 1958, the Xe-Xe++ elastic cross section is twice that of the Xe-Xe+ cross section.
Neutral-Neutral Elastic Collisions
Oh also included xenon neutral - xenon neutral collisions to allow the simulation of situa-
tions where thrusters have a high neutral flow rate. Such collisions have been studied
extensively and numerous models have been proposed, but the model assumed in this sim-
ulation is the variable soft sphere model as it has the most degrees of freedom.
4.5 Modeling the Surface Interactions
Experiments have shown that the plume of an SPT-100 contains traces of ceramic (Boron
Nitride from the channel wall), boron and nitrogen, but these materials are inert and exper-
iments have shown no evidence of deposition on surfaces exposed to the plume [Ran-
dolph, 1994]. Possible deposition of these substances onto any solid boundaries (tank
walls or spacecraft surfaces) was ignored in the original model [Oh, 1997]. In this work
the same assumption is made.
When particles such as xenon neutrals and ions (Xe+ and Xe++) hit surfaces they
undergo numerous phenomena depending on a number of conditions described in Section
3.2. Particles can be backscattered, they can come to thermal equilibrium and evaporate at
the surface, cause secondary electron emission, cause radiation damage or remove parti-
cles from the target material's surface (sputtering). In Oh's model, however, the ions were
neutralized and removed from the simulation whereas neutrals were reflected specularly
back into the domain. Also erosion rates were calculated based on empirical data for sput-
tering at normal incidence.
Qarnain improved upon Oh's model and included the angular dependence of sputter-
ing yield by introducing an angular dependence coefficient as a multiplier to the normal
sputtering yield. However, this factor was based on high energy ion data (30 keV), which
may have over-estimated the angular dependence, as seen from the results presented in
Appendix A. This coefficient, derived by Yamamura et al., was discussed in Section 3.3.
Qarnain found that the model gave 'believable' results for xenon ions with energy above
50eV sputtering silver and above 200eV sputtering silicon [Qarnain, 1998].
In this work, the surface interaction model developed by Oh and Qarnain has been
improved upon. Xenon ions are no longer removed from the simulation when they hit an
object boundary but instead they are neutralized and reflected specularly, except for a 20%
energy loss. In order to accommodate these new particles, it must be noted that approxi-
mately 30% more memory is needed when running each simulation. Also the time for
each simulation is increase by about 50% to 70%. In real-time this translates to 2 to 4 days
of computational time (on a workstation with R8000 75MHz Processor), depending on the
number of particles used.
In the surface interaction model the following assumptions have been made:
* energetic neutrals and ions are responsible for erosion of surfaces
* xenon ions hitting any 'hard' boundary (e.g. tank walls or spacecraft surfaces) are
neutralized at the boundary as it is improbable that the ions retain their charge
after interacting with the surface atoms
* the energy of reflected particles is 80% of their incident energy. In this work, this
value is an initial guess.
* it is improbable that [target] atoms sputtered off of the tank walls will collide with
neutrals or ions in the plasma as the mean free path is large (e.g. 20-30m)
* in reality sputtered material is ejected from surfaces as a function of energy but for
purposes of this work this is assumed constant at 10 eV since what matters in this
case is where this sputtered material is deposited.
* the ejection angle of the sputtered material is assumed to be 450 for all ejected
material, as it was difficult to implement Equation 3.1 derived by Yamamura in
1981, and discussed in Section 3.1 .
4.6 The Tank Geometry
The ground-based simulation includes a Hall thruster mounted on a 'thrust stand' in a
generic rectangular vacuum tank. The tank is comprised of six walls (2.63 m by 3.68 m by
2.63 m) and a pumping orifice (to evacuate the background gas during the simulation run-
time). As shown in the figure below the 1.15 m x 1.15 m thrust stand is approximately 0.4
m (in the x-direction) away from the pumping orifice.
2.42 m
Tank Back Wall
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Thrust Direction
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Analysis Plane
.........
Not to Scale
Figure 4.6 Vacuum Tank Configuration. Includes Thrust Stand and Pumping Orifice
It must be noted that the outer walls are not shaded in order to allow visualizing the
interior setup of the tank.
4.7 The Spacecraft Geometry
The 'space' study was conducted on a generic spacecraft (based on a geostationary
communications satellite) configuration as shown in Figure 4.7 below. This configuration
was chosen for the following reason. Oh studied the effect of an expanding plume on an
array with its base 1.9 m away from the thruster exit plane and almost entirely immersed
in the plume. In this work the "array" is placed closer to the exit plane but parallel to the
thrust axis as it is believe that most of the damage caused by CEX ions occurs near the
thruster exit.
Thrust Direction
Analysis Plane
Spacecraft
zt Not to Scale
Figure 4.7 Spacecraft Baseline Configuration. Includes Bus, Solar Array and Protective Shields
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Introduction
An enhanced three dimensional PIC-DSMC based model of a Hall thruster's plasma
plume expanding into vacuum has been developed by Oh. The main benefit of developing
such a three dimensional simulation is that it can be used to model more realistic space-
craft geometries in a short amount of time and at a lower cost. Some of the applications
that spacecraft designers are interested when designing space missions include, north-
south stationkeeping on geostationary satellites, long duration orbital transfers and orbit
raising.
Even though numerical tests check the consistency of a simulation, an experimental
comparison is needed to verify that the computational model accurately represents reality.
Since a variety of experiments mapping out the plume region of an HT have been con-
ducted by the scientific community, it is easy to verify the code against existing experi-
mental data. Oh [1997] performed these checks and studied the sensitivity of the model to
axial ion temperature whereas Qarnain [1998] analyzed the sensitivity to the source
model. Oh found out that increasing the ion temperature improves the match between the
simulation and experimental measurements. Oh found that if the ion temperature is high
the beam is more diffuse, and when the ion temperature is low, the beam is more focused.
This change can be seen in the number of CEX ions hitting the side wall of the tank. More
diffuse beams tend to have a lower number of CEX ions produced and thus the dumbbell
shape discussed is less pronounced.
The following operating conditions for the thruster have been assumed in the simula-
tions: a current of 4.5 A, 300 V discharge voltage, total flow rate of 5.37 mg/s (7.1% flows
through cathode), efficiency of 49.7% and a facility back pressure of 2.2 x 10-6 Torr. This
pressure corresponds to that under which Manzella [1993] operated. Note: For simula-
tions in the space environment a 0 Torr background pressure has been assumed.
The dimensions of the simulation domain are 2.63 m x 3.68 m x 2.63 m discretized
into 25 x 35 x 25 cells in the x, y, and z directions respectively where each grid cell is
0.105 m on each side. This domain size provides the plume with enough space to expand
and develop fully. All simulations were run for 5000 to 15000 iterations with a time step
of 0.1 normalized units (each timestep is 1.73 x 10-6 s in duration) and took 20 to 40 hours
on a workstation (256 megabytes of memory and R8000 75MHz Processor).
The results for the ground-based simulation which includes a Hall thruster mounted on
a 'thrust stand' in a generic rectangular vacuum tank are presented in this section. The
imaginary plane shown in Figure 4.6 was used to traverse, study and map out the plume
properties as well as particle distributions in the backflow region. In the next section the
simulations (without shields) are discussed. This is followed by a discussion comparing
results of simulations which involve a protective shield, the length of which was varied. In
the tank simulation the key comparative metrics will be the Xenon ion flux and energy dis-
tribution on the left side wall whereas in the space simulation, the ion flux, energy and ero-
sion rates on the solar array will be used.
5.2 The Tank Simulation
5.2.1 Species Distribution in Hall Thruster Plume
As expected most of the ions are concentrated along the centerline of the plume and move
in the direction of the thrust vector. In order to explain the expanding nature of the plume
one must look closely at the ion distribution in the region. As the potential falls off with
density, an electric field whose radial magnitude initially rises then falls of with distance
from the centerline, is created locally. This electric field accelerates ions in the radial
direction (away from the centerline), explaining the shape of the plume.
The current density 0.5m away from the thruster's exit plane shows similar trends to
the current density experimentally measured by King and computationally determined by
VanGilder et al. [1999] Between 150 and 400 off the centerline, there is fairly good agree-
ment between the simulation and King's data but near the centerline the PIC-DSMC
model predicts a current 4 times greater than data indicate for the same thruster.
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Figure 5.1 Current Density Distribution 1 m from Thruster Exit Plane Compared to King's Data.
The facility background pressure was set initially to 2.2 x 10-6 Torr, corresponding to a
neutral density of 7.085 x 1016 m -3. During the simulation's run-time the SPT-100 thruster
adds neutrals to the domain while neutrals escape through the pumping orifice. At the end
of each tank simulation (10,000 iterations) the average neutral density in the tank was
approximately 5.5 x 1016 m-3. Neutral densities have been measured by King using a
retarding pressure sensor 0.5 m from the thruster exit plane and they show that the flux
varied from 1 x 1020 to 1 x 1022 m-2 sec-2 [King, 1996]. Assuming a neutral thermal veloc-
ity of 350 m/s the number density 0.5 m away from the exit plane averages at 3 x 1017 m-3
This value is approximately 5.5 times higher than the density obtained in the PIC-DSMC
simulation and an explanation could be that King's pumping speed was approximately 5.5
times lower than that implied in this work.
The neutrals appear to be evenly distributed throughout the tank. However, when com-
paring the neutral flux on the bottom and top wall of the tank an interesting point is
revealed (compare Figure 5.3and Figure 5.4). The neutral distribution is slightly skewed
towards the bottom of the tank. This is a result of the hollow cathode, located directly
above the thruster, introducing neutrals at an angle beyond the exit plane. These neutrals
are primarily directed towards the bottom wall of the tank.
When referring to the figures shown in the next couple of sections, the thruster posi-
tion must be noted. The thruster is located approximately 1.7 m away from the wall with
its centerline parallel to and in the same plane as the wall and array centerlines. The
thruster plume expand from the left to the right in all cases.
It is interesting to note the dumbbell shaped ion (Xe and Xe++) flux distribution on
the left wall of the vacuum tank. This shape is a result of the radially moving CEX ions
originating primarily near the exit plane of the thruster. Unlike the primary beam ions the
CEX ions tend to follow curved paths away from the plume centerline as the CEX ions
have a smaller turning radius and are influenced easily by electric fields.
Figure 5.2 Neutral Density in Plane Dissecting Tank [approx. 5.5 x 1016 m-3] after 10,000 Iterations
The two lobes of the dumbbell structure are caused by the CEX ions on the left of the
array/wall and the primary beam ions form the lobe on the far right.
Figure 5.3 Xenon Neutral Flux on Top Wall of Tank
Figure 5.4 Xenon Neutral Flux on Bottom Wall of Tank
Figure 5.5 Xenon Ion (Xe +) Flux on Left Wall of Tank
Figure 5.6 Xenon Ion (Xe++) Flux on Left Wall of Tank
The domain size was chosen so as to emulate the realistic dimensions of an average
sized test facility. In order to maintain a desired background pressure of 2.2 x 10-6 Torr a
1.4 m2 pumping orifice was placed at one end of the tank (behind the thrust stand). This
maintained a constant pumping speed of approximately 140 m3/s.
Each iteration time step in the simulation represents 1.73 x 10-6 s of thruster operation,
thus in 10,000 iterations a total operational time of 0.0173 s has elapsed. When steady
state is achieved, the number of particles in the simulation domain should remain constant.
i.e. the rate at which particles are introduced into the domain by the thruster should be
equal to the rate at which they are removed by the pump. However, Figure 5.7 indicates
that, up to 10,000 steps at least, the number of particles decreases with each time step.
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Figure 5.7 Total Particle Count vs. Iteration Number
This indicates that steady state conditions have not been achieved after 10,000 itera-
tions and at this point in time it is unsure whether a longer run will achieve an equilibrium
state. It is suggested, however, that (using this algorithm) run times 3 to 5 times as long
should be tried in future work. The neutral density shown in Figure 5.2 implies that spatial
uniformity has been achieved since the distribution of neutrals appears to be fairly even.
This can be explained by the fact that after 10,000 iterations, the neutrals have had enough
time to travel throughout the domain, but have not had enough time to reach their limiting
(constant) density.
5.3 Simulation of the Effects of a Plume Shield
The results for the space-based simulation which includes a Hall thruster mounted on a
generic spacecraft are presented in this section. In his work, Oh studied the effect of the
plume on an array with its base placed 1.9 m away from the thruster exit plane and almost
entirely immersed in the plume. In this work the array is placed closer to exit plane and the
thruster centerline as it is believed that most of the damage due to CEX ions occurs near
the thruster exit plane.
In order to protect the spacecraft subsystems from the destructive effects of the plasma
plume, the use of protective shields around the thruster exit has been proposed. The pur-
pose of this shield is to prevent the energetic CEX ions created in the near plume from ever
reaching the spacecraft subsystems. Thus the effect of extending a protective shield of
diameter, 0.3 m, from 0.0 m to 0.3 m beyond the thruster exit plane has been studied. Note:
The solar array is placed approximately 1.7 m away from the plume centerline in all simu-
lations and all results are compared to the baseline configuration (i.e. with no shield). Fig-
ure 5.8 shows the important dimensions used.
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Figure 5.8 Sketch Showing Important Dimensions Used in Shield Study
5.4 The Effect of Protective Shields
The current density, the ion flux distribution, energy of impinging ions and the erosion
rates were used to assess and compare the damage on the spacecraft's solar array. For the
chosen configuration, it has been observed that a shield is effective in protecting the solar
array from ion impacts, but may lead to problems related to the deposition of material
sputtered from the shield itself. As can be seen in the following figures (Figure 5.9- Figure
5.32), all key ion-related metrics show a decrease in magnitude for a shield length above
0.2 m. From Figure 5.8, when L > 0. 2 m, there is no direct line of sight to the panel from
the center of the thruster exit plane. Thus, longer shield limit CEX flux to that arising pro-
gressively farther and farther into the plume, which explain the decrease.
As in the case of the tank simulations, it is interesting to note the dumbbell shaped ion
(Xe+ and Xe++) flux distribution on the solar array in the case without the shield (see next
section). This distribution is produced by the radially moving CEX ions originating prima-
rily near the exit plane of the thruster. Unlike the primary beam ions the CEX ions tend to
follow curved paths away from the plume centerline as the CEX ions have a smaller turn-
ing radius and are influenced easily by electric fields.
When the shield is mounted and its length is increased to 0.2 m, the slow moving CEX
ions are prevented from reaching the solar array and the dumbbell shape is gradually dif-
fused. A shield of length 0.3 m, seems to pronounce the dumbbell shape, however, the
overall magnitude of the distributions decrease substantially.
In order to assess the damage on the solar array, it is necessary to know how the
shields affect the erosion of material off the arrays. The plot below shows silver, silicon
and quartz erosion rates on the array as a function of shield length. The erosion rate
increases slightly as the shield length is increased from 0 to 0.1 m and then drops off sub-
stantially for shield lengths greater than 0.2 m. The slight increase below 0.1 m can be
attributed to the fact that the shield focuses the beam, thus increasing the charge density as
well as neutral density along the centerline. This increase in neutral and ion densities leads
to a higher frequency of CEX collisions in the near field tending to produce more CEX
ions (Xe+ and Xe++) which travel in the direction of the spacecraft bus. This explains the
more pronounced dumbbell shape in the Xe+, and the Xe++ flux distributions on the por-
tion of the solar array closest to the thruster exit plane. However, if the shield is long
enough (> 0.1 m), this additional flux is intercepted anyway, and the net received at the
array decreases.
Even though keeping the erosion rate on the solar array low is of prime importance,
one has to consider the erosion rate of the shield itself. In Figure 5.40, the erosion rate on
the left wall of the protective shield is plotted as a function of shield length. Although the
plots are for silver, silicon and quartz as these were the baseline materials implemented in
Oh's code, the increase in erosion rates as a function of shield length is very apparent.
The thickness of the shield will be a critical parameter in the design of an optimum
shield. Ideally the lifetime of a typical thruster on a geostationary satellite should be of the
order of 8000hrs. This is approximately 11 months of continuous thrust time. As seen in
Figure 5.39, the average erosion rate for silver is 500 microns per month when a 0.2 m
shield is chosen. Molybdenum (density = 10.22 g/cm3 ) is chosen for a preliminary sizing
of the protective shield as its sputtering yield is about 13 times lower than silver and it is
also cheaper. Assuming the shield is concentric with the thruster's centerline its major
dimensions are a 15 cm diameter, 0.12 cm in thickness (assuming a safety factor of 3), and
25 cm in length, it will weigh approximately 1.44 kg. Note: If a similar shield were built of
aluminum, which has a density of 2.702g/cm3 , it would be approximately 4 times lighter
than a molybdenum shield. Yet, the sputtering yields (as a function of incident energy and
angle) of molybdenum and aluminum are very similar as shown by the theoretical results
(see Appendix B) based on Matsunami's and Yamamura's theories (Chapter 3).
The geometry and position of the shield could also be important. In this work, for
example, a shield half the proposed diameter could have been used to protect the solar
array from damage. For any given thruster geometry, if spacecraft designers have a better
understanding of the expanding plume and its ion distributions, they could design shields
which preferentially protect the spacecraft, thus reducing overall mass. Possible shield
geometries could include flat plates or semi-concentric structures. For the configuration
used in this work, if a flat plate is used, its position from the thruster's centerline could be
varied. If it is placed closer to the centerline, it is possible that a smaller shield would be
necessary to protect the solar array.
5.5 Deposition of Shield Material on Solar Array
When designing protective shields, spacecraft engineers must bear in mind that sputtered
shield material could redeposit itself onto critical spacecraft components. It is the goal of
this section to explore and understand the effect of shield length on the deposition of
shield material on the model solar array.
In this work, aluminum was used for the baseline shield design, and the redeposition
of aluminum on the solar array is presented. The simulations were run for shield lengths of
0.1 m - 0.3 m, all other dimensions being constant. The series of figures, Figure 5.41 - Fig-
ure 5.50, shows the results for the redeposition of aluminum on the modeled solar array.
The last three figures in particular, illustrate an interesting non-intuitive point. The sputter-
ing model in this work assumed the sputtered material is ejected from surfaces at 450 and
thus it was expected that the shield material would be sputtered at 450 from the thruster
centerline. The figures, however, indicate otherwise. When the shield is longer than 0.2 m,
it is eroded in the region closer to the thruster exit plane and the sputtered material is pri-
marily deposited at the shield's lip.
The study also shows that shields shorter than 0.2 m do not only exacerbate the dam-
age on the solar array due to CEX ions but also have a negative effect as aluminum sput-
tered from the shield of length 0.1 m is deposited on the middle part of the solar array
(Figure 5.41). Thus one can easily conclude that in order to completely protect spacecraft
subcomponents in the backflow region, the longest possible shield should be employed.
This, however, needs to be traded off against a shields weight, volume and cost.
5.6 Plume Structure
Figure 5.44 to Figure 5.47 show the plume structure when a protective shield is used. The
plume tends to be less diffuse with an increase in shield length. It is interesting to note that
when the shield is 0.30 m long neutrals from the thruster are more directed towards the
centerline of the plume leading to an increase in the neutral density two thruster diameters
from the exit plane. In fact, the length of the shield (0.30 m) prevents neutrals from reach-
ing the array as defined in this geometry. Thus no values were obtained for the neutral flux
and impact energy distributions with a 0.30 m shield.
The increase in neutral density leads to a higher frequency of CEX collisions in the
near field tending to produce more CEX ions (Xe+ and Xe++) which travel in the direction
of the spacecraft bus. This explains the more pronounced dumbbell shape in the current
density, the Xe+, and the Xe++ flux distributions on the solar array closest to the thruster.
Referring to Figure 5.36 - Figure 5.38, depicting the neutral impact energy distribu-
tions, it can be inferred that the energy with which the neutrals hit the middle of the array
is higher when the shield is 0.20 m long. This is a result of the increase in plume density
about 2 thruster diameters away from the exit plane, which builds up a higher plume
potential. This higher potential subsequently imparts a greater amount of energy to the
CEX ions heading in the direction of the array.
5.7 Key Ion-Related Distributions on Solar Array
Figure 5.9 Current Density on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.10 Current Density on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.11 Current Density on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.12 Current Density on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
Figure 5.13 Xe' Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.14 Xe' Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.15 Xe + Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.16 Xe + Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
Figure 5.17 Xe ++ Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.18 Xe ++ Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.19 Xe++ Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.20 Xe ++ Flux Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
Figure 5.21 Quartz Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.22 Quartz Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.23 Quartz Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.24 Quartz Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
Figure 5.25 Silicon Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.26 Silicon Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.27 Silicon Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.28 Silicon Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
Figure 5.29 Silver Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.30 Silver Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.31 Silver Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.32 Silver Erosion Rate on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
5.8 Neutral (Xe) Flux Distribution on Array
Figure 5.33 Xe Neutral Flux Distribution (x10 1 7) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.34 Xe Neutral Flux Distribution (x101 7 ) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.35 Xe Neutral Flux Distribution (x101 6) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
5.9 Neutral (Xe) Impact Energy Distribution on Array
Figure 5.36 Xe Neutral Energy Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.00 m
Figure 5.37 Xe Neutral Energy Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.38 Xe Neutral Energy Distribution on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
5.10 Erosion Rates of Solar Array and Shield Wall
Average Erosion Rate on Solar Array vs. Shield Length
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Figure 5.39 Erosion Rate for Silver, Silicon and Quartz on Solar Array vs. Shield Length
Average Erosion Rate on Left Shield Wall vs. Shield Length
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Figure 5.40 Erosion Rates on Left Wall of Shield
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5.11 Deposition of Aluminum on Solar Array
Figure 5.41 Aluminum Deposition Distribution (x1016 ) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.42 Aluminum Deposition Distribution (x0 1 6 ) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.43 Aluminum Deposition Distribution (x10 1 6) on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
5.12 Collimating Effect of Shield Visualized
Figure 5.44 Plume Particle Distribution Without Protective Shield
Figure 5.45 Plume Particle Distribution - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.46 Plume Particle Distribution - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.47 Plume Particle Distribution - Shield Length = 0.30 m
5.13 Deposition of Shield Material on Solar Array
Figure 5.48 Aluminum Deposition on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.10 m
Figure 5.49 Aluminum Deposition on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.20 m
Figure 5.50 Aluminum Deposition on Solar Array - Shield Length = 0.30 m
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5.14 Summary
Charge exchange ions created in the plume of a Hall Thruster are primarily responsible for
the degradation of spacecraft sub-components located very close to the exit plane of the
EP device i.e. in the backflow region. In order to protect the spacecraft from the energetic
ions, a protective shield (shroud) was placed concentrically around the exit of the thruster
and its length (away from the exit plane) was varied with each simulation.
The 0.2 m shield had a collimating effect on the beam and it prevented CEX ions from
reaching the backplane of the thruster. It was found that shield lengths shorter than 0. 1m
had little impact in preventing erosion of the solar arrays whereas shield lengths greater
than 0.2 m actually did protect the arrays. For the particular configuration chosen, lengths
greater than 0.3 m prevented CEX ions from hitting the solar array and thus there was very
little erosion of the array.
It has also been observed from the computation that even though the shield is effective
in protecting the modeled solar array from the erosive effects of the HT plume, the pres-
ence of a shield introduced a new problem. The shield itself is subject erode and its sput-
tered material is shown to redeposit on the solar array. More importantly, for longer
shields (length > 0.2 m) it is found that most of the shield erosion occurs in the region
closer to the exit plane of the thruster and most of the material is deposited around the
shield's lip region. The results indicate that the longer the shield is, the better it shields the
solar array from damage (both ion and deposition), but the model for angular distribution
of particles being ejected needs to be fully implemented to draw precise conclusions about
the latter. Of course this needs to be traded off against the additional weight and volume of
a very long shield. This trade can be facilitated by our results on shield erosion.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
A PIC-DSMC algorithm has been developed at MIT in the Space Systems Laboratory to
model the expansion of plasma from an SPT thruster into a vacuum. This model is based
on theoretical work initiated by Oh in 1997 which assumed the plasma to be a quasi-neu-
tral gas with collisionless electrons. It also included a surface interaction model which cal-
culated erosion rates on realistic spacecraft geometries and was used in studying the
impact of using protective shields to protect spacecraft subcomponents. The results of this
work as well as recommendations for future work are summarized below.
6.1 Results
The goal of this work was to improve the computation of sputtering yields in the 0 eV to
1000 eV energy range, as well as to track the material sputtered from any object interact-
ing with the energetic plume. This was achieved by adopting Matsunami's and Yama-
mura's energy and angular dependent sputtering yields in the sub 1 keV energy range,
although some aspects of their numerical implementation were not completed.
The plasma properties in a tank were studied and it has been concluded that in order to
fully understand how the ionized gas interacts with a vacuum tank it is necessary to
increase the simulation time three to four fold (unless smaller tanks are simulated). This
would allow the plasma to reach an equilibrium state, equivalent to that achieved when
running a thruster in a real facility.
Since the plume has such an erosive effect on spacecraft subcomponents in its vicinity,
a shield which diverts the beam away from critical systems was proposed and the trade-
offs studied. An aluminum shield, 15 cm in diameter was mounted concentrically around
the thruster exit and its length was varied from 0 m to 0.3 m. It was observed that a shield,
in fact, was effective in preventing the energetic CEX ions from damaging the modeled
solar array but introduced a new level of complexity in the form of material sputtered off
its walls. Results from the 'shield study' suggest that in order to fully protect the space-
craft from the damaging CEX ions created in the plume as well as to minimize the redepo-
sition of material sputtered from the shield, it is necessary to use the longest possible
shield though this needs to be traded off against it weight, volume and cost. Future
research should include studying the effects of different materials for manufacturing such
a shield and the impact of size and shape on the shield's effectiveness.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
* Since King and Gallimore [1998] provided the first ever documentation of the
existence Xe ++ ions in the plume of a Hall thruster, a future computational model
should include CEX collisions which produce these triply charged energetic ions.
Even though less than 1% of the plume consists of triply charged xenon ions, they
will hit surfaces with energy 3 times as high as the singly charged ions currently
do, thus damaging spacecraft components which may see no erosion otherwise,
because Xe+ or even Xe++ may be below threshold.
* The sensitivity of the plume to electron temperature variations should be studied
in detail since VanGilder et al. found that the results from a model implementing a
variable electron temperature agreed better with experimental data. Thus in order
to improve Oh's PIC-DSMC algorithm a variable electron model needs to be
implemented in future work.
* In order to study plasma instabilities in a Hall thruster a time-dependent plume
code needs to be implemented though re-writing the current code might prove
infeasible. Qarnain [1998] concluded that the time step required to include plasma
instabilities might increase the total running time of the simulation tenfold.
* Since the development of the code by Oh, Sankovic [1997] showed that contami-
nation by particulates from the thruster channel are a problem at high angles from
the thrust axis. Future work should include these particles in the source model of
the thruster.
In the surface interaction model implemented, neutrals are reflected with 20% less
energy than the had prior to impact. It is assumed that in the low energy range
(<100eV) this model might be adequate but when considering higher impact
energy ranges (>100eV) this model will have to be revised to include various sput-
tering regimes.
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Appendix A
Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Energy at 450 Angle of
Incidence
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Energy - Xenon Ions @ 4'
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Figure A.1: Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Energy at 450 Angle of Incidence
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Appendix B
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle
These graphs show the theoretical sputtering yield as derived in Section 3.3 and Section
3.0.1 for energetic xenon ions impinging on aluminum, silicon, iron, molybdenum, silver
and gold in the 150eV to 1000eV energy range.
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 150eV
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Figure B.1: Sputtering Yield vs. Angle of Incidence at 150eV
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Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 200eV
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Figure B.2: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 200eV
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 300eV
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Figure B.3: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 300eV
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Figure B.4: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 400eV
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 500eV
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Figure B.5: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 500eV
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Figure B.6: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 600eV
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 700eV
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Figure B.7: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 700eV
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Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 800eV
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Figure B.8: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 800eV
Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 900eV
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Figure B.9: Sputtering Yield vs. Incident Angle at 900eV
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Sputtering Yield vs. Incidence Angle - Xenon Ions @ 1000eV
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Figure B.10: Sputtering Yield vs. Angle of Incidence at 1000eV
Appendix C
Sample Weighting Input File
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* For xe_ion_wt: the key here is to chose on average 10 macro particles */
/* per cell in regions of interest */
/* For xe_ion_wt: in general, if xe_ion_wt is set correctly and */
/* anode_double_ion_fraction_fraction is equal to XX then, xe_2_ion_wt */
/* should be XX times xe ion wt */
/* For xe_neutral_wt: the key here is to chose on average 10 macro */
/* particles per cell in regions of interest */
/* ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* ------------------------ SAMPLE CALCULATION--------------------------------------*/
/* Total Number of Cells = 25 * 35 * 25 = 21,875 */
/* Number of macro-particles per cell = 10 */
/* Total number of macroparticles = 21,875 * 10 = 218,750 */
/* Using above figures number of Xe ions = 218,750 * 1.25e11 = 2.73e14 */
/* Using above figures number of Xe_2 ions = 218,750 * 1.69e9 = 3.69e14 */
/* Using above figures number of Xe neutrals = 218,750 * 8e10 = 1.75e16 */
/* --------------------------------------- */-----------------------------------
bkg_neutral_density: 7.085e16 /* molecules/meter cubed */
anode_prop_ingestion_fraction: 0.2 /* ambient neutrals ingested */
anode_double_ion_fraction: 0.135 /* fraction leaving as double ions */
/* aiaa-99-2423 ave. of king & gallimore*/
xe_ion_wt: 3.67e10 /* real particles/macro particle */
xe 2 ion_wt: 4.050e9 /* real particles/macro particle */
xe_neutral_wt: 8.0el 1 /* real particles/macro particle */
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Appendix D
Sample Input Geometry File
/* domain.c */
/* This file is where the simulation's geometry is specified */
/* The grid resolution used to resolve an object depends on how it sits */
/* in the domain. An object has the resolution of the finest grid */
/* in which it is ENTIRELY contained. */
/* Objects must be at least two cells wide on some grid that contains them */
/* or the object will never be resolved enough to show on the grid */
/* Define the objects in the routine defineObjects (below) */
/* Placing an interior edge within one grid cell of an exterior boundary, */
/* or within one grid cell of another interior boundary, is definately */
/* a bad idea */
/* Domain_widthincells X Cell_Width X reflength = Real_Life_Dimension */
/* eg. 25 cells X 10 units_percell * 0.010513 = 2.63 meters */
/* This configuration is a generic vacuum tank */
/* The thruster has guards around its exit which are about 0.315 - 0.4 m deep */
/* The back of the tank is open as surfplot cannot accomodate more than 10 */
/* objects at the moment...might need to refine that for future simulations.. */
/* Domain dimension are: */
/* xmax = 2.63 m */
/* y_max = 3.68 m */
/* zmax = 2.63 m */
/* Dimensions of vacuum tank: */
/* xdimension = 2.42 m */
/* y_dimension = 3.47 m */
/* zdimension = 2.42 m */
/* Dimensions of pumping orifice */
/* y_dimension = 1.89 m */
/* zdimension = 0.74 m */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "constants.h"
#include "mesh3.h"
#include "globals.h"
/* Domain Definition */
#define DOMAIN X WIDTH 25 /* Cells in X direction */
#define DOMAIN Y WIDTH 35 /* Cells in Y direction */
#define DOMAIN Z WIDTH 25 /* Cells in Z direction */
#define CELLWIDTH 10.0 /* Normalized units */
/* Needed to calculate thruster flow rate */
#define XE_ION_MASS (0.1313/AVOGADRO)
void defineBoundarieso
/* Sets the exterior boundary conditions (along edges of the domain) */
{
particle_bnd_switch[NORTH] = ABSORBING;
particle_bnd_switch[SOUTH] = ABSORBING;
particle_bnd_switch[EAST] = ABSORBING;
particle_bnd_switch[WEST] = ABSORBING;
particle_bnd_switch[UP] = ABSORBING;
particle_bnd_switch[DOWN] = ABSORBING;
neutral_flux_switch[NORTH] = TRUE;
neutral_flux_switch[SOUTH] = TRUE;
neutral_flux_switch[EAST]= TRUE;
neutral_flux_switch[WEST] = TRUE;
neutral_flux_switch[UP] = TRUE;
neutral_flux_switch[DOWN] = TRUE;
ion_flux_switch[NORTH] = FALSE;
ion_flux_switch[SOUTH] = FALSE;
ion_flux_switch[EAST] = FALSE;
ion_flux_switch[WEST] = FALSE;
ion_flux_switch[UP] = FALSE;
ion_flux_switch[DOWN] = FALSE;
}
/* When defining the embedded grid remember: */
/* 1. the width/offset is in grid points of parent grid */
/* 2. there are two embeddedgrid cells per unit parent cell */
void defineEmbeddedGrids()
{
nembeddedgrid = 0; /* nembeddedgrid is a global variable */
embeddedgrid = (embeddeddata *) calloc (nembeddedgrid, sizeof(embeddeddata));
/* Piece 1: a box - child grid around thruster exit area */
if (nembeddedgrid > 0) {
embeddedgrid[0].xc = 11;
embeddedgrid[0].yc = 11;
embeddedgrid[0].zc = 11;
embeddedgrid[0].xoffc = 4;
embeddedgrid[0].yoffc = 9;
embeddedgrid[0].zoffc = 7;
embeddedgrid[0].parent = -1;
/* Width in grid points on parent mesh */
/* Offset in grid points on parent mesh */
/* -1 indicates the top mesh is the parent */
v
void defineObjects()
nobjects = 10;
objects = (box *) calloc (nobjects, sizeof(box));
/* Piece 1: Thruster Mount */
objects[0].index = 0;
objects[0].xc = 1;
objects[0].yc = 11;
objects[0].zc = 11;
objects[0].xoffc = 4;
objects[0].yoffc = 12;
objects[0].zoffc = 7;
objects[0].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[0].name, "Thruster_Mount");
/* nobjects is a global variable, type short int */
Grid in which coord are given */
X-width, coord. */
Y-width, coord. */
/* Object surface boundary type */
/* NO SPACES ALLOWED in name */
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if (nobjects > 1) {
/* Piece 2: Top Wall */
objects[1 ].index = 0;
objects[ ].xc = 23;
objects[ l].yc = 33;
objects[l].zc = 1;
objects[1].xoffc = 1;
objects[1].yoffc = 1;
objects[1].zoffc = 22;
objects[1 ].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[l ].name, "Top_Wall");
if (nobjects > 2) {
/* Piece 4: Target Wall */
objects[2].index = 0;
objects[2].xc = 1;
objects[2].yc = 34;
objects[2].zc = 23;
objects[2].xoffc = 23;
objects[2].yoffc = 0;
objects[2].zoffc = 1;
objects[2].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[2].name, "TargetWall");
}
if (nobjects > 3) {
/* Piece 4: Left Side Wall*/
objects[3].index = 0;
objects[3].xc = 23;
objects[3].yc = 1;
objects[3].zc = 23;
objects[3].xoffc = 1;
objects[3].yoffc = 33;
objects[3].zoffc = 0;
objects[3].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[3].name, "Left_Side_Wall");
if (nobjects > 4) {
/* Piece 4: Right Side Wall */
objects[4].index = 0;
objects[4].xc = 23;
objects[4].yc = 1;
objects[4].zc = 23;
objects[4].xoffc = 1;
objects[4].yoffc = 0;
objects[4].zoffc = 0;
objects[4].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[4].name, " Right_Side_Wall");
if (nobjects > 5) {
/* Piece 4: Bottom Wall */
objects[5].index = 0; /* Grid in which coord are given */
/* This grid must surround the object ENTIRELY */
objects[5].xc = 23; /* X-width, coord. */
objects[5].yc = 33; /* Y-width, coord. */
objects[5].zc = 1;
objects[5].xoffc = 1;
objects[5].yoffc = 1;
objects[5].zoffc = 0;
objects[5].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[5].name, " Bottom_Wall");
if (nobjects > 6) {
/* Piece 1: Bottom Backplate */
objects[6].index = 0;
objects[6].xc = 1;
objects[6].yc = 33;
objects[6].zc = 5;
objects[6].xoffc = 1;
objects[6].yoffc = 1;
objects[6].zoffc = 1;
objects[6].type = FLOATING;
spri ntf(obj ects [6].name, "Bottom_Backplate");
if (nobjects > 7) {
/* Piece 1: Top Backplate */
objects[7].index = 0;
objects[7].xc = 1;
objects[7].yc = 33;
objects[7].zc = 5;
objects[7].xoffc = 1;
objects[7].yoffc = 1;
objects[7].zoffc = 17;
objects[7].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[7].name, "Top_Backplate");
if (nobjects > 8) {
/* Piece 1: Left Backplate */
objects[8].index = 0;
objects[8].xc = 1;
objects[8].yc = 11;
objects[8].zc = 23;
objects[8].xoffc = 1;
objects[8].yoffc = 23;
objects[8].zoffc = 0;
objects[8].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[8].name, "Left_Backplate");
if (nobjects > 9) {
/* Piece 1: Right Backplate */
objects[9].index = 0;
objects[9].xc = 1;
objects[9].yc = 11;
objects[9].zc = 23;
objects[9].xoffc = 1;
objects[9].yoffc = 1;
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objects[9].zoffc = 0;
objects[9].type = FLOATING;
sprintf(objects[9].name, "RightBackplate");
void defineSources()
/* Modified for 3-D */
/* The source location is given by its center. So, if you place the source */
/* on a flat edge, and then turn it to any non-zero gimble angle, you'll get */
/* particles showing up INSIDE the object it's attached to (which is */
/* obviously a bad thing). So, be cautious in how you use these sources */
/* at least for the near future */
/* 27th May 1999, -ba */
/*BA - LINES BELOW - make sure you define the coords. of thruster with */
/* respect to the embedded grid defined above e.g. if the embedded grid is */
/* 10 by 10 by 10 parent grid cells then there are in fact 20 by 20 by 20 */
/* embedded grid cells. if each parent cell has a normalized length of 10 */
/* then each embedded grid cell will be 5 normalized unit cells wide. */
/* thus if u want to place thruster in the middle of the embedded grid then */
/* its coords. should be [(10parentcell*2embeddedcellsperparentcell*5normalizedunits/2] */
/* or more precisely [50,50,50] */
{
nsources = 1;
sources = (sourcedata *) calloc (nsources, sizeof(sourcedata));
if (nsources > 0) {
/* Piece 1: a hall thruster */
sources[0].nobj = 0; /* Object it's attached to */
sources[0].xc = 11.500; /* Coordinates on object (normalized units */
sources[0].yc = 55.000;
sources[0].zc = 55.000;
/* Vector pointing along the thruster exit direction */
/* Quasi3 uses the thrust vector to determine the flow direction */
/* This vector can have an arbitrary magnitude */
sources[0].thrustx = 1.0;
sources[0].thrusty = 0.0;
sources[0].thrustz = 0.0;
/* Vector perpendicular to thrust vector pointing from center to cathode */
/* Quasi3 uses this vector to place cathode with respect to anode */
/* The vector can be of arbitrary magnitude but should be perpendicular */
/* to the thrust vector, or unpredictable things may happen */
sources[0].cathodex = 0.0;
sources[0].cathodey = 0.0;
sources[0].cathodez = -1.0;
/* Total propellant flow rate in #_of molecules/sec (sum of both cathode and anode) */
sources[0].flow_rate = (5.37e-6/XE_ION_MASS);
}
void initializeVariables()
/* Sets globals to values specified in define statements at the top of */
/* domain.c */
domain_x_width = DOMAIN_X_WIDTH;
domainywidth = DOMAIN_Y_WIDTH;
domain_z_width = DOMAINZWIDTH;
cell_width = CELLWIDTH;
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Appendix E
Sputtering Yield Calculation - M-File
This is an m-file which was used to derive the sputtering yield based on Matsunami's and Yamamura's Theories
outlined in Chapter 3.
E
angle
= [115:50:1000]; %incident energy in eV
= [0];
%% Xenon Properties
/*****************/
m_xe
zxe
= 131.29;
= 54;
%% Atomic Number of target elements
/******************************/
zal
z si
z_fe
z mo
z-ag
zau
= 13;
= 14;
= 26;
= 42;
= 47;
= 79;
%% Mass of target elements in amu
/***************************/
m_al
msi
m_fe
m_mo
m_ag
m_au
= 26.982;
= 28.086;
= 55.845;
= 95.94;
= 107.868;
= 196.967;
%% Sigmund's f factor for target elements
/********************************/
f sal
f s si
f s fe
f s_mo
f sag
f_s_au
= 1.8;
= 1.8;
= 1.84;
= 1.85;
= 1.84;
= 1.73;
%% Sublimation Energies as obtained by Yamamura
/****************************************
Us_al
Us_si
Us_fe
Us_mo
Us_ag
Us_au
= 3.39;
= 4.63;
= 4.28;
= 6.82;
= 2.95;
= 3.81;
%% Threshold Energies as obtained by Yamamura
/****************************************
Eth_al
Eth_si
= 69.2;
= 95.24;
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Eth_fe
Eth_mo
Eth_ag
Eth_au
zeta_al
zeta_si
zeta_fe
zeta_mo
zeta_ag
zeta_au
= 46.57;
= 63.45;
= 19.57;
= 17.74;
= 1 - sqrt(Eth_al./E);
= 1 - sqrt(Eth_si./E);
= I - sqrt(Eth_fe./E);
= 1 - sqrt(Eth_mo./E);
= 1 - sqrt(Eth_ag./E);
= 1 - sqrt(Eth_au./E);
%% Q(z) Parameter
/***************/
QZal = 1.1;
QZsi = 0.75;
QZfe = 1.12;
QZmo = 0.91;
Q_Z_ag = 1.13;
Q_Z_au = 0.98;
Ro al
Ro si
Rofe
Romo
R_o_ag
Ro au
gama_al
gamasi
gama_fe
gama_mo
gamaag
gama_au
= 2.56;
= 2.72;
= 2.28;
= 2.01;
= 2.58;
= 2.57;
= 4*m_xe*m_al / (m_xe+m_al)A2;
= 4*m_xe*m_si / (m_xe+msi)A2;
= 4*m_xe*m_fe / (m_xe+m_fe)A2;
= 4*m_xe*m_mo / (m_xe+m_mo)A2;
= 4*m_xe*m_ag / (m_xe+mag)A2;
= 4*m_xe*m_au / (m_xe+m_au)A2;
%% Screening Radius is calculated
a_al = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xe 2/3+z_alA2/3));
a_si = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xe 2/3+z_siA2/3));
a_fe = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xe^2/3+z_fe^2/3));
a_mo = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xeA2/3+z_moA2/3));
a_ag = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xeA2/3+z_agA2/3));
a_au = 0.4685/sqrt((z_xeA2/3+z_auA2/3));
EL_al =563.5;
E L_si = 591.3;
E L_fe = 694.5;
E_L_mo = 847.9;
E Lag = 904.3;
ELau = 1250;
N_al = (1/R_o_al)A3;
N_si = (1/Ro_si)A3;
N_fe = (1/R_o_fe)A3;
N_mo = (1/R_o_mo)A3;
N_ag = (1/R_o_ag)^3;
N_au = (1/R_o_au)A3;
RLal = 1/pi/N_al/gama_al/(a_al)A2;
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R _L_si = 1/pi/N_si/gama_si/(a_si)A2;
R_L_fe = 1/pi/N_fe/gama_fe/(a_fe)A2;
RL_mo = 1/pi/N_mo/gama_mo/(a_mo)2;
RL_ag = 1/pi/N_ag/gama_ag/(a_ag)A2;
RL_au = 1/pi/N_aulgama_au/(a_au)2;
kal = .11;
k si = .112;
k fe =.125;
k mo =.146;
k ag =.153;
k_au = .207;
epsal = E/E_L_al;
eps_si = E/E_L_si;
eps_fe = E/E_L_fe;
epsmo = E/E_L mo;
eps_ag = E/E_L_ag;
eps_au = E/E_L_au;
s_e_eps_al = k_al * sqrt(epsal);
se_eps_si = k_si * sqrt(eps_si);
se_eps_fe = k_fe * sqrt(epsfe);
s_e_eps_mo = k_mo * sqrt(eps_mo);
se_eps_ag = k_ag * sqrt(eps_ag);
se_eps_au = k_au * sqrt(eps_au);
psi_al = ((a_al/R_o_al)(3/2))*sqrt(zxe*z_al./E./sqrt(Z_xe 2/3+z_al 2/3));
psi_si = ((a__soi)A(3/2))*sqrt(zxe*zsi./E./sqrt(zxe 2/3+zsiA2/3));
psi_fe = ((a_fe/R_ofe)(3/2))*sqrt(zxe*zfe./E./sqrt(z_xe2/3+z_fe 2/3));
psi_mo = ((a_mo/R_o_mo)^(3/2))*sqrt(z_xe*zmo./E./sqrt(zxeA2/3+z_moA2/3));
psi_ag = ((a_ag/R_o_ag)A(3/2))*sqrt(z_xe*z_ag./E./sqrt(z_xe 2/3+z_ag 2/3));
psi_au = ((a_au/R_o_au)A(3/2))*sqrt(z_xe*zau./E./sqrt(zxe 2/3+z_auA2/3));
theta_optal =90- 286*psi_al.^0.45;
theta_opt_si = 90 - 286*psi_si.^0.45;
theta_opt_fe = 90 - 286*psi_fe.^0.45;
theta_optmo = 90 - 286*psi_mo.^0.45;
theta_opt_ag = 90 - 286*psi_ag.^0.45;
theta_opt_au = 90 - 286*psi_au.^0.45;
f_al = f_s_al*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_al)/zeta_al);
fsi = f_s_si*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_si)/zeta_si);
ffe = f_sfe*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_fe)/zeta_fe);
f_mo = fsmo*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_mo)/zeta_mo);
fLag = f_s_ag*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_ag)/zeta_ag);
f_au = f s_au*(1 + 2.5*(1-zeta_au)/zeta_au);
alpha_al = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_al/m_xe).^0.45 + 0.0145*(mal/mxe).A1.29;
alpha_si = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_si/m_xe). 0.45 + 0.0145*(m_si/m_xe).^l .29;
alpha_fe = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_fe/mxe). 0.45 + 0.0145*(m_fe/m_xe).^l.29;
alpha_mo = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_mo/m_xe). 0.45 + 0.0145*(mmo/m_xe).^l .29;
alpha_ag = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_ag/m_xe). 0.45 + 0.0145*(m_ag/m_xe). 1.29;
alpha_au = 0.08 + 0.164*(m_aulm_xe).^0.45 + 0.0145*(m_au/m_xe).^1.29;
Sigma_al = f_al * cos(theta_opt_al * pi/180);
Sigma_si = f_si * cos(theta_optsi * pi/180);
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= f_fe * cos(theta_opt_fe * pi/180);
= f_mo * cos(theta_opt_mo * pi/180);
= f_ag * cos(theta_opt_ag * pi/180);
= f_au * cos(theta_opt_au * pi/180);
= 25.54;
= 13.66;
= 38.47;
= 28.41;
= 88.31;
= 81.26;
Sn_epsal_num
Sneps_si_num
Sneps_fe_num
Sn_eps_mo_num
Sneps_ag_num
S_n_eps_au_num
S_neps_al_den
S_n_epssi_den
S_nepsfe_den
S_neps_mo_den
S_n_eps_ag_den
S_n_eps_au_den
S_n_eps_al
S_n_epssi
Sneps_fe
S_neps_mo
S_n_eps_ag
S_n_eps_au
S n E alnum
S n E sinum
S n E fenum
S n E monum
SnE_agnum
S n E aunum
S n Ealden
S_ n E siden
S n E feden
S n E mo_den
SnE_ag_den
S n E auden
= (3.441.*sqrt(eps_al).*logl0(eps_al + 2.718));
= (3.441 .*sqrt(eps_si).*logl0(eps_si + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(eps_fe).*logl0(eps_ fe + 2.718));
= (3.441 .*sqrt(eps_mo).*logl0O(epsmo + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(epsag).*loglO(eps_ag + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(eps_au).*logl0(eps_au + 2.718));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(eps_al) + eps_al.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_al)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(eps_si) + eps_si.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_si)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(eps_fe) + eps_fe.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_fe)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(epsmo) + eps_mo.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_mo)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(eps_ag) + eps_ag.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_ag)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(eps_au) + eps_au.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(eps_au)));
= Sn_eps_al_num / S_n_eps_al_den;
= S_n_eps_si_num / S_n_eps_si_den;
= S_n_eps_fe_num / S_n_eps_fe_den;
= S_n_eps_mo_num / S_n_eps_mo_den;
= S_n_eps_ag_num / S_n_epsag_den;
= S_n_epsau_num / S_n_eps_au_den;
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*logl0O(E + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*logl0O(E + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*log10(E + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*loglO(E + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*logIO(E + 2.718));
= (3.441.*sqrt(E).*logl0(E + 2.718));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
= (1 + 6.355.*sqrt(E) + E.*(-1.708 + 6.882.*sqrt(E)));
S_ n E al =S n E al num/SnEalden;
SnEsi = S_n_E_sinum / S_n_E_siden;
S_n_E fe = S_n_E_fe_num / S_n_Efe den;
SnEmo = SnEmonum / SnEmoden;
SnE_ag = S_n_E_ag_num / SnE_ag_den;
SnE au = SnEaunum / Sn Eauden;
%%Matsunami's 3rd formula for normal sputtering
/***************************************/
Yieldal norm = (P_al .* S_n_eps_al .* (1 - sqrt(Eth_al./E)).^2.8) ./ (1 + 0.35 .* Us_al .* s_e_eps_al);
Yield_si_norm = (Psi .* S_neps_si .* (1 - sqrt(Eth_si./E)).^2.8) ./(1 + 0.35 .* Us_si .* s_e_eps_si);
Yield_fe_norm = (Pfe .* S_n_eps_fe .* (1 - sqrt(Eth_fe./E)).^2.8) ./(1 + 0.35 .* Us_fe .* s_e_eps_fe);
Yield_mo_norm = (Pmo .* S_n_eps_mo .* (1 - sqrt(Eth_mo./E)).^2.8) ./(1 + 0.35 .* Us_mo .* s_e_eps_mo);
Sigma_fe
Sigma_mo
Sigma_ag
Sigma_au
Pal
P_si
P_fe
P mo
P_ag
P au
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